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FirstWord

The University was founded in 1857 to prepare teachers.
In its earliest decades, the mission of training individuals to lead classrooms was the
institution’s sole focus. Today, ISU’s College of Education remains known for its excel
lence as the fourth largest preparer of teachers at the baccalaureate level in the nation.
It holds the top spot in Illinois. One in seven public school teachers are Redbirds.
Despite our legacy of leadership status and stellar reputation in the field of edu
cation, keeping enrollment numbers steady is an ongoing challenge in the College of
Education. Prospective students are all too aware of the mounting pressures that come
with the job title of teacher at the elementary and
secondary levels.
The respect that was once intricately woven into
the profession has faded. A generation of teachers is
retiring. The current job market offers more lucrative
choices for college graduates. The result, not surpris
ingly, is a mounting teacher shortage that is examined in
this edition of Illinois State. The article focuses on issues
that contribute to the decline, and includes insights from
leaders within our College of Education.
While my career focus has been to advocate for
and enrich learning and teaching within higher educa
tion settings, I am passionate about the nurturing of all
minds. Increasingly, I am concerned about the struggle
in Illinois and across the country to place qualified teachers in schools. It is crucial that
youth be given a strong start from the moment they enter their first classroom.
There is nothing more transformative than learning. Beyond grasping fundamental
knowledge of a subject, each learning experience strengthens self-confidence, sparks
motivation, and empowers individuals to foster positive change. The ability to prepare
youth to become engaged citizens will be thwarted if our country’s solid educational
foundation crumbles—which will inevitably happen without a strong and growing cadre
of educators across all levels of study.
The campus community is actively addressing the problem of a teacher shortage.
It is my hope that you will join us in efforts to advocate for the profession. Illinois State is
fortunate to have an extensive alumni base of educators. Each one knows the challenges
of the career, as well as the rewards that come from investing in the life of a student.
Each one is needed to be a voice of experience and encouragement as the conversation
continues about the nation’s struggle to recruit educators who are vital in shaping the
next generation.
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Campaign success
Generous donors push Redbirds Rising total beyond set goal

I

SU’s $150 million Redbirds Rising campaign goal was surpassed
in the spring, when contributions
totaled more than $157 million.
“This is a remarkable achievement,
one made possible by alumni and friends
who believe in the quality of the ISU
experience,” President Larry Dietz said.
“Our students, faculty, and staff are better positioned than ever before to innovate and pursue leadership. I’m grateful
for our donors’ generous support.”
The campaign’s public phase
launched in 2017 and will continue
through the set end date of June 30,
2020. “We’re proud of the historic success of the campaign, but we’re not stopping here. There remains more we can
do,” Dietz said.
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More than 51,000 have participated,
with 23,000 giving to ISU for the first
time. Annual giving has totaled $39 million. There have been 25 gifts of $1 million or greater, and more than 29,000
alumni donated.
“Redbirds Rising has been a collaborative effort, on campus and around
the world, and is changing the culture of
philanthropy at Illinois State,” University
Advancement Vice President Pat Vickerman said. “The vision, partnerships,
and gifts are strengthening access and
affordability for generations of Redbirds.
It is inspiring to be part of such a positive
trajectory.”
Of the total, $61.8 million bolsters
student scholarships. New endowed
funds exceed 200, with 181 focused on
providing scholarships for students like

senior public relations major Katherine
Helander.
A first-generation college student
and Bone Scholar, she received the Presidential Scholar award and Leola Lohr
Nelson Memorial Endowed Scholarship.
She will study in Mexico this fall and the
Netherlands in the spring. “I’m so thankful for the scholarships,” Helander said.
“They’re enabling me to see the world.”
Providing students opportunities
inspires campaign co-chair Dan Kelley ’70.
“We have worked diligently and
experienced increasing momentum,” he
said “We’re looking to build on the success of the campaign in its final year by
asking for broad support from more of
our alumni and friends who value the
impact of ISU and what it has meant in
their lives.”

Campus answers call
to support campaign
Philanthropic records were set during
ISU’s inaugural Birds Give Back—1 Day
for Change event held during the spring
semester. More than $625,000 was raised
from a total 1,734 donors. The day was
planned as a substitute for Giving Tuesday. Gifts ranged from $1 to $100,000.
“Birds Give Back was a soaring success, as we ended up setting a record for
most gifts in a single giving day and most
dollars raised in a giving day,” said Jillian
Nelson, senior director of Annual Giving.
“We were amazed by the outpouring of
support as the Redbird community came
together to impact the campus in a big
way!”
Birds Give Back was part of Redbird
Philanthropy Week, which highlighted
the importance of private giving. Donations received were added to the University’s ongoing fundraising initiative, Redbirds Rising: The Campaign for Illinois
State. To contribute, go to RedbirdsRising.
IllinoisState.edu.

Advances being made in
study of MD gene flaw
A new study by Andres Vidal-Gadea
broke ground in the field of muscular
dystrophy (MD) research. The assistant
professor of molecular neuroethology
collaborated with undergraduate, graduate and even high school students in
research to determine if exercise produces long-term benefits for MD patients.
The National Institutes of Health
funded the work that involved growing
worms that have the same genetic flaw
as humans with MD. By mirroring the
symptoms of the disease in C. elegans
worms, Vidal-Gadea was able to determine that exercise does not impact the
course of the disease.
The three-year study brings more
understanding to the chain of events
in humans as they develop MD, and
their symptoms. The research has been
published in Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science of the United States
of America.

Many students who participated in Birds Give Back wrote notes expressing their appreciation for ISU.

ISU praised for working
with transfer students
For the third consecutive year, Illinois
State has been named to the Phi Theta
Kappa Honor Society’s Transfer Honor
Roll.
The 2019 list includes 78 colleges
and universities chosen from across the
country for exemplary support of community college transfers.
Each year more than 2,600 students
transfer to the University from educational institutions across the state and
nation. Illinois State has in place a wide
array of advising and support services to
ease their transition.

Three graduate programs
rise in national ranking
U.S. News & World Report’s 2020 edition
of the Best Graduate Schools ranks ISU
programs in three colleges, each rising
from the magazine’s 2019 listing.
The part-time MBA program in the
College of Business rose to the 89th spot,
up from 92. Mennonite College of Nurs-

ing’s master’s degree sequence is listed at
90th, compared to 98th in 2019. The College of Education also saw an improvement for its graduate programs, which
went from 108th to 88.
“These rankings reinforce the highquality degree programs Illinois State
offers students,” said Vice President and
Provost Jan Murphy. “By recruiting outstanding faculty members, ISU continues
to create a strong academic environment
for our students.”

Dean chosen to lead
College of Education
James Wolfinger began serving as ISU’s
College of Education dean on July 1,
joining the University after holding the
position of associate dean of the education college at DePaul University.
His responsibilities at DePaul
included overseeing curriculum and
instruction, which involved budgeting,
assessment, and enrollment enhancement initiatives. He also served as a professor of history and education.
August 2019
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Where are they now?
A grimy summer job of detasseling corn gave me enough money in 1951 to buy an
old jalopy and plunk down $55 for tuition, activity fees, and book rental for my first
semester at Illinois State Normal University.
Tuition proved to be the better investment by far. It put me on a path to meet
my wife Elaine (Hakey) ’58. I graduated in 1962, launched a career in journalism,
and eventually returned to Illinois State as sports information director from 1966 to
1979. I was also director of ISU’s news service from 1980 to 1995.
I was with Redbird Athletics at a time of surging enrollment and expectations. ISU left the NCAA College Division, which is now Division II, after winning a
national baseball title in 1969 and moved up to Division I.
The change brought more pressure, but who’s complaining? I traveled coast
to coast to watch the No. 1 NBA draft pick, Doug Collins ’73, play every game of his
historic Redbird basketball career. And I was paid to do it!
I moved from sports to direct the news service in January 1980. Thanks to
a staff of wonderful colleagues, I believe we kept the public well informed about
campus policies and achievements. It was an honor to work with them.
I retired in 1995, grateful for 29 years on the ISU staff. I am a proud member
of the Illinois State Athletics Percy Family Hall of Fame, and a recipient of the
Stretch Miller Award. I co-authored with Bryan Bloodworth ’79 a centennial history
of Redbird basketball in 1999.
Elaine and I were thrilled to be chosen alumni king and queen for the 2012
Roger Cushman
Homecoming. We will celebrate our 65th wedding anniversary in August. We now
live in Las Cruces, New Mexico, and enjoy time with our family. We are blessed
with a son, daughter, and three grandchildren. My new hobby is learning to play the ukulele, but we still watch ISU football and basketball on
Internet telecasts. Go Redbirds!
I can be reached at rrcushm@ilstu.edu.

“Illinois State is widely recognized
as one of the leading colleges of education in the state and nation,” said
Wolfinger, who earned his Ph.D. from
Northwestern University. “I am excited
to work with colleagues to build on the
strengths of the college to address the
challenges facing the next generation of
students and educators in Illinois.”

Senior earns national win
Andrew Grant ’19 rose to the top of more
than 70 schools as overall champion at the
2019 National Collegiate Sales Competition during the spring semester. The event
is considered the Super Bowl of sales roleplay competitions in the country.
Grant was one of four seniors competing on the ISU sales team under the
guidance of Duleep Delpechitre, associate professor in the College of Business
Professional Sales Institute.
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The win required students work
individually with buyers who role-played
unpredictable characters. Grant called
the competition “the best experience I
had in college. I became confident in my
ability, and that’s helped me in all different aspects in life.”
A career fair was part of the event,
and resulted in Grant accepting a job
offer with Qualtrics, a market research
company that hired him and two others
from the ISU team.

Federal grant will fund
local STEM initiative
ISU is partnering with Illinois Wesleyan
University and Heartland Community
College in a NexSTEM project that has
received $4.6 million from the National
Science Foundation.
The five-year program will provide
high school students interested in science, technology, engineering and math

(STEM) careers scholarships to overcome financial barriers to continuing
their education.
Beyond the financial aid needed to
earn a degree, Central Illinois students
will have research opportunities and be
mentored. Strategies to retain students
in STEM majors will be explored by the
three schools, which offer STEM programs of study that complement each
other.

COB faculty is named
Distinguished Professor
Accounting Professor Dennis Patten has
been named a Distinguished Professor,
which is ISU’s highest faculty honor. He
holds the Hobart and Marian Gardner
Hinderliter Endowed Professorship in
the College of Business.
Patten joined the University in 1985,
becoming a full professor in 1997. He has
received numerous research and teaching

awards at both the college and university
levels. He leads courses for undergraduate and graduate students and is a prolific
scholar, with more than 70 articles published in refereed journals.
Patten’s research in corporate,
social, and environmental disclosure has
influenced the sustainability accounting
discipline. He serves across campus on
committees, has advised student organizations, and is a mentor to younger
faculty.

Governor chooses two for
terms on ISU’s board
Membership of the University’s Board of
Trustees changed in the spring with the
appointment of Kathy Bohn ’74, M.S. ’80;
and Robert Navarro ’91, M.S. ’93, Ed.D.
’02. Both were appointed to six-year
terms by Illinois Governor J. B. Pritzker.
Bohn completed two ISU
degrees in biological sciences,
and graduated
from Southern
Illinois University School of
Medicine. She is
a physician and
partner at the
Kathy Bohn
Vein Specialists
in Bloomington. She is a past member
of ISU’s Alumni Association Board of
Directors.
Navarro is
president and
CEO of Heritage
Corridor Convention and Visitors Bureau. His
doctorate is from
the Department
of Educational
Administration
and
FoundaRobert Navarro
tions. He is a
past assistant director of Housing at ISU,
and a founding member of the University’s Latina Alumni Network.

Pritzker reappointed trustees Rocky
Donahue ’82 and Mary Ann Louderback
’74, M.S. ’80, Ph.D. ’84. Others serving
include Julie Jones ’90 as chair, Bob Dobski as secretary, Sharon Rossmark ’78,
and student trustee Sarah Aguilar. John
Rauschenberger ’72, M.S. ’74, and Bob
Churney ’87 have ended their service on
the board.

Campus host to national
biomath research event
Illinois State welcomed college students
from across the country for a summer
biomathematics research workshop
organized by the Intercollegiate Biomathematics Alliance (IBA) based at ISU.
Participants developed a problem that
they researched collaboratively, while
also learning how to report their findings in a written paper or professional
presentation.
The University has been at the forefront of the emerging field. A biomathematics program began in 2007, with ISU
now offering the only graduate program
in the state. There are only a few schools
in the nation that have a master’s degree
option in the subject.
“Biomath is used to solve real-life
problems in biological aspects of life,”
said Olcay Akman, an ISU mathematics
professor and IBA director. He expects
steady growth in the field that is useful
to track infectious diseases, predict mortality, and learn more about the environment and climate change.

Alumna will compete in
Miss America pageant
Art teacher education graduate Ariel
Beverly ’17 will be a contestant for the
title of Miss America when the pageant is
held this fall. It will be broadcast by the
NBC network.
Beverly was crowned Miss Illinois
in June. Her platform is advocating for
arts education. After earning her degree,
she worked as an art teacher at Glenwood High School in Chatham.

Mail
To the Editor,
I’m a 1988 ISU alum who covered the 2005
Illinois hoops squad alongside Marlen Garcia
(“Immigrant Tale,” November 2018). I worked
for the Daily Herald. You’ve done a wonderful
job of capturing her in this feature.
We were good friends in those days,
though not to the point where she felt comfortable sharing some of the things revealed in this
article. Those are some remarkable details and
explain a lot about her beliefs and her inner
fire, and willingness to stick up for people who
don’t have an equal voice.
While she could be terrific at any job in
journalism, or any industry, I think she’s made
for her role at the Sun-Times. Thanks for sharing
her story with everyone!
Lindsey Willhite ’88

Online comments:
Great article about Andrew Purnell (“Alum’s
Action Plan,” April 2019). Proud to know him.
Jana Whitman ’90
Fantastic article! (“Q & A with Aimee MillerOtt,” April 2019). Really enjoyed it and will be
sharing with others.
Sarah Bollman ’02
Great to see a fellow Redbird take flight! (Tricia
Griffith, CEO of Progressive, April 2019).
Matt Coughlin ’95
We’re doubly proud! She’s my husband’s sister
(Tricia Griffith, CEO of Progressive, April 2019).
So many family members are ISU grads! Go
ISU!
Maureen Thomas ’80, M.S. ’05
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Youngest recruit
8-year-old welcomed by softball teammates in special season

H

ead softball coach Melinda Fischer ’72, M.S. ’75,
announced the addition
of a unique player in the
spring. It was then that Coen Frambes signed an official letter of intent to
join the team. Still a grade-school student, Frambes was given the opportunity
through Team Impact.
The nonprofit pairs collegiate athletic teams with children who are battling a chronic illness. The softball team
is the first at ISU to participate in the
Team Impact program, which gives
youth life-changing opportunities.
Frambes, the daughter of Kelly
(Schutte) ’93 and David Frambes ’81
of Fairbury, was diagnosed with juvenile dermatomyositis in 2016. The rare
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inflammatory disease attacks muscles,
skin, and blood vessels.
There is no cure, just a regiment of
daily drugs and monthly injections to
lessen the joint pain, and physical therapy to address weakening core muscles.
Despite her struggles, Frambes plays volleyball and softball to fight against the
disease.
“Thanks to coach Fischer and the
team for having me be part of the team,”
Frambes said during a news conference
at Redbird Arena. “I am really excited. I
am glad to be a Redbird. Go Redbirds!”
Teammates cheered as Frambes
signed team papers and put on her official Redbird jersey. A pizza and dance
party followed, as well as many photos of
Frambes with student-athletes who have
become her close friends.

While she did not take the field
during the season, Frambes inspired her
teammates with her positive attitude.
She watched practices, cheered at games,
and shared team dinners. ISU teammates
cheered Frambes on as well, attending
some of her competitions.
“She puts things in perspective for
us. Even though sometimes things get
stressful for her, she never stops smiling,”
said Team Impact council member and
ISU player Morgan Day. Coach Fischer
agreed that Frambes taught her teammates valuable lessons.
“I can’t tell you what she has meant
to our team and softball family,” Fischer
said. “Our athletes are very fortunate.”

Redbirds capture MVC All-Sport Trophy
For the first time since 2009-2010 season
and the 13th time overall, Illinois State
has been crowned the Missouri Valley
Conference All-Sports Champion. The
Redbirds captured the league’s top honor
by winning six team titles during the
2018-2019 academic year.
Champion or co-champion teams
included baseball, men’s indoor track
and field, women’s tennis, women’s
indoor track and field, women’s outdoor
track and field, and volleyball.
“The Redbirds had a very strong
year across the board,” Athletics Direc-

tor Larry Lyons said. “All the credit goes
to the coaches and student-athletes who
competed at a high level throughout the
year.”
Lyons also thanked staff working in
strength and conditioning, athletic training, nutrition, equipment, compliance,
and academic support.
“It is important to mention that we
also broke our GPA record by posting a
3.31 in the spring. I am thankful for our
committed student-athletes and staff, as
we got it done in the classroom and competitive venues,” Lyons said.

REDBIRD
TICKETS
Available now! (309) 438-8000

Baseball team in NCAA tournament
For the fourth time in program history,
the baseball team appeared in the NCAA
Tournament in the spring. The team
earned an at-large bid and advanced to
the regional finals, finishing the season at
36 wins with a loss to Louisville.
“You can’t be more proud of this
group and what they’ve accomplished
in one calendar year. It’s amazing,” said
head coach Steve Holm, who was MVC
Dan Callahan Coach of the Year. Right

fielder Joe Aeilts was MVC Joe Carter
Player of the Year, with Brent Headrick
the conference Pitcher of the Year.
Headrick, a junior from Joliet studying business administration, was chosen
in the Major League Baseball draft by the
Minnesota Twins. Center fielder John
Rave was also drafted as a junior, and
is joining the Kansas City Royals. The
Bloomington native majored in international business.

Mark Klysner

Tennis coach earns		
100th victory at ISU
Six years after joining the University to lead
the men’s Redbird tennis team, Mark Klysner
captured his 100th win as a head coach. He
reached the milestone during the spring season
with victories over the University of IllinoisSpringfield and Eastern Illinois University.
“I have to thank all of my players who
have played for me in the past and current,”
Klysner said following the accomplishment.
“It’s been a fun ride, and now let’s look ahead
to 200.”
A native of Denmark, Klysner grew up in
Canada. He excelled as a collegiate athlete at
the University of South Carolina-Aiken, rising
to a national rank in both singles and doubles
play. He became a standout on the Canadian
Junior National Team, winning more than 30
tournaments throughout North America and
Europe. Klysner still competes in lower-level
professional events.

Golfer, coach top MVC
Trent Wallace was named the 2019 Missouri
Valley Conference Golfer of the Year, becoming
the first to take the honor since Matt Miller in
2007. He also captured his third All-Conference
team honor during his Redbird season as a
senior.
The MVC chose head golf coach Ray
Kralis as the MVC Coach of the Year. He previously won the award in 2007. This is the sixth
time an ISU head coach has earned the award,
with Harland Kilborn capturing it four times
throughout his career leading the golf program.

August 2019
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Lee “Buzz” Capra has a cherished baseball memory.
It brings a smile to his face and warmth to his heart.
It lifts him up and takes him back in time. It makes 50
years feel like 15 minutes.
Capra ’73 played Major League Baseball, but
that’s not what this is about. It’s better than that.
A few years before leading the National
League in earned run average with the 1974 Atlanta
Braves, Capra was a star pitcher at Illinois State.
He helped the Redbirds win the 1969 College
Division World Series, still the only team national
championship in ISU history.
Five decades take a toll on shoulders, hips and
knees. They have been unable to disturb the joy
Capra got from winning that title with his closest
friends.

“It will always be among the fondest memories of my life, going away to college and playing on
that team,” Capra said. “There is a lot of hype at the
big league level, but there are so many great players
up there. That 1969 title was something you basically only have four years to accomplish. Freshmen
weren’t eligible back then, so it was really three
years.
“Everything has to fall in place and you have
to have the right mix of players and everything. It’s
something that remains embedded for the rest of
your life. We had guys who just loved the game,”

sonality on that team. You name
it. We were a pretty close-knit
bunch. It wasn’t like you suit up
in the locker room, play the game
and that’s it. We hung out off the field
as well.”
The Redbirds went 33-5 under head
coach Duffy Bass ’50, M.S. ’51“I don’t
remember the losses,” Capra saidand
swept through the College World Series
with three straight wins. ISU beat Puget
Sound and host Southwest Missouri
State (now Missouri State) twice in the
four-team event in Springfield, Missouri.
The Redbirds won 5-3 over the Puget
Sound team with two
future big leaguers
in pitcher Rich Hand
and shortstop Mick
Kelleher.
“We had heard
all about Rich Hand
and how good he
was,” said Jim
Brownlee ’70, M.S.
‘74, a junior third
baseman who later
became ISU’s head
baseball coach. “They
had a layover in the
St. Louis airport and
he was playing some
Mike McCuskey, Buzz Capra, and Jim Brownlee, from left, enjoyed reuniting with
arcade game and got
their 1969 team members at ISU in May. Photos capturing moments from that
a blister on his finger.
season are shown above and on previous pages, including an image from the
He couldn’t throw
team’s return with the championship title.
his slider and we just
lit him up.”
Capra said. “We weren’t getting paid a
dime. There was a purity to the whole
thing.”
Keep in mind Capra went 16-8 for
the 1974 Braves, throwing 11 complete
games. A year earlier, he was on the 1973
New York Mets in the National League
Championship Series. He was a teammate of baseball immortals Willie Mays
with the Mets and Hank Aaron with the
Braves.
Still, the 1969 Redbirds trump it all.
“It will always remain in my heart,”
Capra said. “We had every kind of per-
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ISU next
slipped past Southwest
Missouri State, 6-5, in the double elimination tournament. The Bears won their
ensuing game to earn another shot at
ISU, but the Redbirds rolled to a 12-0
victory to win the title. It led to a celebratory parade in Bloomington-Normal
on June 6, 1969.
“It’s such a bond,” Brownlee said.
“The thing that really sticks with you is
that it’s something that doesn’t happen
often, and I don’t think anybody in our
group ever took it for granted. To win
that last game of the year, to win the
national championship…that has kept us
close through the years.”
First baseman Tom Klein ’73 was
the Most Valuable Player of the World
Series, collecting seven hits in 13 at bats.
The Redbirds got solid pitching performances from Capra, Bob Graczyk and
Paul Sperry ’70 after also sweeping their
way through the regional tournament at
Cleveland, Mississippi.
It was a dominant run in what is
now NCAA Division II, with larger
schools at the time classified as the University Division. ISU prevailed despite
losing star center fielder Guy Homoly
’70 to a broken leg late in the regular
season. An All-American in baseball

and football, Homoly later was drafted
by baseball’s San Francisco Giants and
the Cleveland Browns of the National
Football League.
Mike McCuskey ’70, L.L.D. ’03, will
tell you Homoly was “really the most
valuable player on the team.” There
is reason to believe him, and not just
because McCuskey has served as chairman of Illinois State’s Board
of Trustees and is in his 31st
year as a judge.
In 1969, the ISU junior
was a student manager, quasi
assistant coach and liaison/
arbiter between the players
and Bass. “I started out as a
recruited, sore-armed, lefthanded pitcher who couldn’t
get the ball over the plate,” McCuskey said.
That led to Bass finding him
an alternate role.
“Duffy called me the Road
Secretary. That was the Major
League term for it,” McCuskey
said. “That was the guy who took
care of getting the rooms and everything on the road. That’s sort of what it
ended up being.”
“I became the person that everybody came to with a problem or a
complaint. I was the guy who would get
on Duffy’s good side and get Duffy to do
whatever was in the best interest of the
team. That was my job.”

Brownlee did,
however, and helped
ISU go undefeated
down south.
“That’s when
we knew we had
something special,”
Brownlee said. The
“Road Secretary”
agreed.
“That’s
not easy to do,”
McCuskey said
of the 9-0 spring
trip. “It showed
how good we
were, and it got
the team closer
together.”
Among the
closest were
Capra and Klein,
who had played
against one
another in the
Members of the 1969 baseball team gathered again on the field at ISU during a reunion
Chicago area in
in the spring. The top photos shows all players from that magical season.
high school. Capra
said it is natural
to “buddy up with
that physical education classes could be
somebody you know,” and they did.
held in the outfield.
Capra chose ISU after also being
“That’s how rural the program was
recruited by Illinois. “They were going
back then,” McCuskey said.
to redshirt me, and Illinois was so big,”
None of that mattered to the players.
Capra said. “I went and looked at the
They had one another…and, of course,
ISU campus and I just felt comfortable
baseball.
going there.”
“Duffy maneuvered all the pieces
perfectly,” McCuskey said. “We all
interacted and loved each other.”
Nearly all of them are still alive,
and many attended a 50-year reunion at
ISU in May. They take pride in a season
that provided them with championship
watches and a lifetime bond.
“It was the best decision I ever
There were no full rides at Illinois
made,” Capra said of attending ISU.
State at the time. Capra received some
“Winning that title is so close to my
money for books, and also had what
heart, and the friendships I made and
he called “a meal job.” He watched the
the camaraderie we had…it was
playground at nearby Epiphany School
special.”
in Normal over noon hour, and in reAthletics also celebrated a 50th reunion
turn got a lunch there. Then it was back
of the 1969 women’s softball players this
to campus and his next class.
year with an event honoring the team
McCuskey said players were also
for finishing as the runner-up in the
hired part-time as “the fence crew.”
Women’s College World Series.
The outfield fence at ISU’s home field
was a snow fence. It had to be moved at
different times throughout the year so

“IT’S SOMETHING THAT REMAINS EMBEDDED
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. WE HAD GUYS
WHO JUST LOVED THE GAME.”
Brownlee was unsure what his
role would be. He returned to ISU as
a 22-year-old junior in the fall of 1968
after serving in the Marine Corps. Bass
told Brownlee early on that he likely
would not be able to play because of the
talent now on the team. He sent Brownlee to the junior varsity field and he
performed well, earning a spot on the
varsity. Bass then said he was unlikely
to make the spring trip.
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By
Kate Arthur
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hen the fourth grader was
told she would have to turn
in her cello at the end of the
semester, she hugged her instrument.
“She was holding on to it so tight,”
said Nathaniel Quiroz, an Illinois State
University music education major. “Seeing how much she loved her instrument,
and how much she loved to play, it was
something really beautiful.”
This was the first time Quiroz, a
violinist, had worked with students who
needed to be taught how to take their
instruments out of the case, and how to
get into proper position to play a violin
or cello. Quiroz, who hopes to conduct
an orchestra someday, was learning too.
“I learned never to underestimate
children,” he said. “We were astounded
at how fast they caught on to everything.
They were just sitting there with their
instruments ready to learn. You see the
spark, the connection, and when they
get something, they get so excited.”
Quiroz was teaching Prelude, a beginners’ string class offered for the first
time in 2018 at Western Avenue Community Center in Bloomington. Prelude
is part of the Illinois State University
String Project. Previous satellite classes
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were held in small, rural
communities that didn’t have string
classes to offer elementary students.
String Project Director Adriana
Ransom, an associate professor in the
School of Music, was looking for a site in
Bloomington-Normal that would be accessible to families who might not have
transportation, or be able to afford an
instrument or private music lessons.
She found the Western Avenue
Community Center, a social service
organization on Bloomington’s west side.
The center operates as a second home to
low-income and at-risk children, seniors,
and members of the area’s Hispanic
community.
Western Avenue Director Amy Cottone was thrilled when Ransom asked if
the center could host the 12-week class
in its all-purpose room.
“I said, ‘You want to reach out to
us?’” Cottone recalled. “For some, coming to the west side of Bloomington can
be a barrier, but it seemed to be in the
heart of where they wanted to be.”
The class was taught by Illinois
State music education majors, and was
held on Saturdays so it would be more
convenient for parents. The 12 spots

filled up quickly with a diverse
group of third and fourth graders
from across the community. Tuition
scholarships were available, along with
instruments rented at minimal or no
cost. If a student qualified for the free/
reduced lunch program at school, tuition
was $20. If students couldn’t afford to
rent instruments, used instruments donated to the String Project or purchased
with grant funding were loaned to them.
At least half of the students learned to
play with free instruments.
Cottone was there for the initial
meeting with participants and parents,
as Illinois State students demonstrated
the violin, viola, cello, and bass. “It was
like, ‘How can you not want to do this?’”
she said.
“Seeing the response of the children
and families has just been thrilling. The
kids are so engaged, the families are
engaged, and the students doing the
instruction are amazing. This fits right in
with our mission and what we’re trying
to accomplish.”
Illinois State Assistant Professor
Cara Rabe-Hemp enrolled her daughter,

Lena, 9, and watched her passion
unfold. “When she played the violin,
she said it sang to her soul. We were
hooked. And it’s great practice for the
Illinois State students who are going to be
teachers. I was also glad Lena was taking
classes in a diverse environment with students from other parts of the community.”
Home-schooler Charlie Brehm, 9,
taught himself to play guitar and piano,
but was attracted to the sound of the
bass at Prelude. His mother, Emilie
Brehm, said he loves the class, and it’s
not difficult to get him to practice.
“It’s the highlight of his week,”
she said.
The String Project began in 2001
with the support of the College of Fine
Arts and a major grant from the American String Teachers Association. The
project is a part of the National String
Project Consortium, which includes
more than 40 sites at colleges and universities across the country. Illinois State
has the only String Project site in Illinois, and was named the 2013 National
String Project of the Year.

On-campus
classes offer instruction
for beginners to advanced
intermediate-level string orchestra,
as well as private lessons. Music majors
teach the classes under faculty supervision. A team of 25 students works with
140 children every week.
Prelude introduces strings to third
and fourth graders. Grant money from
the Illinois Prairie Community Foundation and private donors allows for
reduced tuition and free instruments
for families with financial need.

Illinois State University students introduced
children to string instruments in a beginners’
class offered for the first time at Western
Avenue Community Center in Bloomington.

“We want all interested families to
be able to participate in our program,”
Ransom said. “We’re providing classes
to a population that otherwise wouldn’t
have been getting strings.”
Prelude also benefits Illinois State
students who are gaining confidence as
they teach. Violinist Atsuko Masuyama, a
music education major, was working with
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Atsuko Masuyama teaches her young
pupils how to play string music at the
Western Avenue Community Center.

Illinois State’s School of Music offers several community programs for preschoolers through seniors.

the Western Avenue students on their
bow technique, which they practiced
with paper towel rolls propped on their
shoulders. She has been involved with the
String Project since her freshman year.
“It’s has been a very enriching experience,” she said. “It was wonderful to
see students from a different population.
Music is more than a curriculum. Music
is a way of life. It’s not only a language
but it’s human interaction, especially in
the string program. You’re not having
just one student play, but you’re interacting with other students to shape their
music into something beautiful.”
Masuyama was also encouraged by
the parents’ involvement. They listen
to the students and help clean up after
class. The semester ended with the class
performing in the annual Spring String
Project Concert at the University’s Center for the Performing Arts.
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Adriana Lizardi was the lead
teacher at Western Avenue. The bilingual graduate student in music therapy
arrived at Illinois State from her native
Puerto Rico in August 2017. In the initial
meeting with parents and prospective
students, she explained the program in
Spanish as well as English.
Prelude is about more than music,
Lizardi said. “We are all from different
backgrounds. Having more friends, a
musical family is great. We can enjoy
making music together. They’re in
school learning language, and this is
another language.”
Quiroz would like to see the program grow beyond the boundaries of
the community. “Seeing how we could
accommodate those who don’t have the
money really hits you. I would like to
see this across the country, and even the
world.”

Mike Jones grew up going to
Western Avenue Community Center
and is now on the board of directors. His
home-schooled daughter, Olivia, joined
the Western Avenue class.
“I give high marks to the String
Project for what they’re doing for the
community at Western Avenue,” he said.
“The big thing for Olivia and the kids at
Western Avenue is the exposure to other
kids who are playing a musical instrument and the overall experience of being
a part of a team, putting on a concert. It’s
a terrific program. What’s been rattling
around in my brain for a while was how
we can get in touch with some of the untapped talent in kids, and this is one way
of doing it. Now we’re able to expose
kids to music, and who knows what will
come of it?”
Reprinted from Redbird Impact, Fall 2018.

Together,
we are rising
When we launched Redbirds Rising: The Campaign for Illinois State,
we were prepared to strive for new levels of excellence in scholarship,
leadership, and innovation. With nearly a year left in the campaign,
we’ve surpassed our original goal of $150 million.
The credit is yours.
Your record-setting contributions have pushed ISU beyond the $150
million milestone. You have created more than 200 new endowments
that support student scholarships, improve and grow programs, and
enhance the learning environment. And more than 51,000 alumni and
friends have partnered with Illinois State to ensure a brighter future.
Your generosity has set us ahead of target.
But we’re not done yet.
With your help, we know we’ll continue to reach new heights.
The impact of your giving is only beginning, and it will extend far
beyond the campaign’s end in June 2020.
Redbirds Rising is about more than just a number. Redbirds
Rising means:
• Championing student achievement and accessibility
through student scholarship support
• Attracting and retaining impactful faculty and staff
• Supporting meaningful programs that expand students’
worldviews and create leaders; and
• Facilitating innovation as a university cornerstone.

Thank you for making an investment in the future of
Illinois State. Together, we’re a university on the rise.

$157 MILLION

200 ENDOWMENTS

51,000 DONORS

AND RISING

AND RISING

AND RISING

To learn more about Redbirds Rising and
make your gift to bring ISU to new heights,
visit RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu.

T

he first phase of the Bone Student Center’s
transformational revitalization was completed during the spring semester, with more
work finished throughout the summer. Visitors can
expect to see a more open, inviting concept for the
building that has not had any major upgrades since
it opened in October 1973. Entrances were reconfigured, and the east side enhancements now allow
the Bone Student Center to provide a front door
to campus.
A three story, east-side addition includes a
welcome desk and new lobby area; the relocated
Barnes & Noble at Illinois State University; The
Atrium; and a space housing the Office of Admissions’ campus visitor center and presentation room.
Brown Ballroom was updated, and now can be
divided into three separate areas to allow for more
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versatility. A foyer was added to the ballroom to
accommodate pre-function activities. New food
venues added include Starbucks, Qdoba, and
The Landing.
The second phase of work involves relocating
a catering kitchen to the first floor. The vacated
kitchen on the second floor will be turned into
offices for the Dean of Students Office, including
Student Activities and Involvement; Leadership;
Fraternity and Sorority Life; and University
Program Board.
The third and final phase includes creating a
three-venue retail dining area on the second floor,
with Star Ginger and Timbers Grille joining Qdoba,
which opened in March. The revitalization project
announced in 2015 is expected to be completed
in 2020.
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Meeting the national
need for teachers
18 Illinois State August 2019

If only it were fake news.
Media alerts announce another school shooting with lives lost. Another extended
teachers’ strike is called to protest inadequate pay. Another round of standardized test
results show that American students are falling behind. Another cut made in funds
earmarked for public education cripples school districts struggling to keep pace with
changing curricula and technology.

ISU College of Education Dean James Wolfinger will tell
you the regular recurrence of such reports sparks mounting
negative sentiments toward the teaching profession as a whole,
which results in one more equally troubling headline: America
is facing a critical shortage of teachers.
“The problem is serious, it is real, and it is not overblown
by the media,” said Wolfinger, who became dean at Illinois
State July 1. Having worked years in higher education as an
administrator and professor, most recently at DePaul University, he has carefully monitored what he calls “a perfect storm”
intensifying across the country and leaving school districts
struggling to fill vacancies.
“Part of the issue is about teacher salaries and insecure
pensions, another part is the declining high school demographic in the Midwest and dropping enrollments in colleges
of education at the same time teachers who are baby boomers
are reaching retirement age. And yet another part is seasoned
teachers and parents increasingly discouraging high school
graduates from pursuing a career in education,” Wolfinger
said.
“There is consequently,” he said, “no one magic-bullet
solution.”
The growing shortfall is well documented. The Economic
Policy Institute, a nonpartisan think tank in Washington, D.C.,
reports that the shortage of teachers nationwide from preschool through high school worsened from 64,000 in the 20152016 academic year to 110,000 just two years later. The agency

projects the shortfall will reach at least 200,000 by 2025.
Statistics within Illinois are also troubling. According to
the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE), there were 1,407
teaching vacancies unfilled in 2018 across the state, which has
approximately 130,000 teachers. The board report documents
that 562 of the positions left open last year were within the
Chicago public schools. Rural areas also struggled to attract
applicants, as confirmed by the Illinois Association of Regional
Superintendents of Schools. It surveyed schools to discover
that 85 percent experienced difficulty filling teacher positions
in 2018.
The greatest need for teachers is consistently within the
subject areas of special education and bilingual education,
including classes where English is a second language. Foreign
language, math, reading, and science teachers are also among
the most in demand, with elementary education positions the
easiest to fill.
Hope for an improved hiring scenario in the near future is
hard to sustain.
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) revealed in a report released last year that the
number of people completing teacher preparation across the
country dropped 23 percent between 2008 and 2016. From
2010 to 2016, the number of individuals who finished a teacher
preparation program in Illinois dropped by 53 percent.
Illinois State University is seasoned in meeting the challenge of preparing educators, as that was the institution’s sole

Reasons given by teachers for leaving the profession
Dissatisfaction

55%

Family/personal reasons

43%

Retirement

31%

To pursue another job

31%

Financial reasons

18%
Percentages do not add up to 100 because teachers can select multiple reasons.
Source: Learning Institute, September 2016
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Views of public
school teaching
Would you like your child
to take up teaching in
public schools?

Teacher pay

54%
No

46%
Yes

If teachers went on strike
for higher pay, would you
support them?

27%
No

73%
Yes

Source: PDK Poll of the Public’s Attitudes
Toward the Public Schools, September 2018

mission upon its founding in 1857 as a teachers’ school. In the
decades since, the University’s College of Education has been a
leader in the field nationally.
From 2013 to 2017, it ranked as the 4th largest producer of
teachers in the country. It was 7th largest in the U.S. in number
of special education majors in 2017, and 8th largest for elementary education majors nationally that same year. At least one
alum works in 87 percent of the state’s public school districts.
The University has approximately 42,000 living education
graduates, with teachers and administrators working in every
state, as well as 62 countries. And yet, enrollment has dropped
over the past five years in ISU’s teacher education programs
from around 5,000 to 3,600 education majors. The percentage

erted to hire teachers is intense. For example, ISU consistently
draws recruiters from 172 districts in Illinois and 15 other
states during educator hiring fairs organized by the campus
Career Center.
The College of Education’s ability to remain strong in the
storm is a credit to the efforts of faculty, who are at the forefront of working to remove barriers to entering the field. For
some students, included on the list of obstacles is the cost of a
four-year degree. The average teacher salary is $52,000 annually, with entry-level teachers earning less.
Scholarships to reduce the debt load are consequently
an important incentive. The college distributed more than
$500,000 in scholarship funds during the 2018-2019 academic

Enrollment has dropped over the past five years in ISU’s teacher
education programs from around 5,000 to 3,600 education
majors. The percentage of decline is greater at other education
programs across the state, with fewer prospective teachers
attending the 1,689 colleges of education nationwide.
of decline is greater at other education programs across the
state, with fewer prospective teachers attending the 1,689 colleges of education nationwide, according to the AACTE.
“Illinois State has held remarkably steady compared to
most schools when there has been an industry-wide decline,
with many programs down in enrollment between 30 percent
and 50 percent. This shows the problem is pervasive, and that
ISU is weathering the challenges because of its strength and
reputation,” Wolfinger said. The University offers 28 undergraduate teacher options; nine graduate programs, including
four at the doctoral level; and nine certificates.
All students preparing to teach at the secondary level—
as well as all planning to teach grades K-12 in art, physical
education or music—earn a degree in the college that offers
the subject area they wish to teach. All others are enrolled in
one of three areas within the College of Education. They are
Special Education; the School of Teaching and Learning; and
Educational Administration and Foundations, which focuses
on graduate programs.
There is ample evidence that Redbird graduates are recognized as holding stellar credentials, and that the energy ex20 Illinois State August 2019

year, and is working to increase that amount of aid going forward. A total of $14.25 million has been received by the college
as a result of the University’s ongoing campaign, Redbirds Rising, with a percentage earmarked for student support.
Christy Borders, assistant dean and director of the college’s Cecilia J. Lauby Teacher Education Center, knows that
financial help is just one tool in the fight to offset the hurdles
prospective education majors must overcome. With low pay,
long hours, and work that is no longer as respected as in past
generations, Borders realizes she and her colleagues “face an
uphill battle” to entice students.
“They see that we have a black eye,” she said, with attacks
from multiple directions making it hard to heal. She is determined to bolster enrollment and the profession as a whole by
focusing on what can be changed versus nonmalleable factors
such as the dropping high school population.
What remains and must be addressed are issues such as
requirements for a degree in education, content standards, and
the option of eliminating a standardized academic proficiency
test requirement that deters students from the major. Many
educators, including those in ISU’s college, are involved in

efforts to see regulatory and policy changes made. They are,
however, cautious with the worry that steps taken to increase
teachers on the supply side could negatively impact the quality
of preparation.
“We are working closely with legislators in Springfield to
address the quantity and quality piece of the problem together,” Borders said, including options for students to gain more
than one teaching endorsement as they complete the major.
“The state is paying attention,” she said, by “admitting,
seeing, and understanding that we have a problem.”
Borders is also encouraged by ISBE’s actions. The board
completed a yearlong Teach Illinois initiative that resulted
in seven recommendations released in 2018 to improve the
profession, prepare a more diverse cohort of educators, and
ultimately alleviate shortages across the state.
The college’s own planning to bolster enrollment does
not include any consideration of lowering standards. To the
contrary, administration and faculty advocate that education degrees must remain rigorous, with significant clinical
hours and content requirements. Undergraduates at ISU are
provided options to complete a full year of student teaching,
with the college providing a strong pipeline to underserved
communities.
Preparing students for dealing with the increasingly
diverse population by encouraging international study remains
a priority. The college also offers 23 organizations and multiple
service opportunities for students to hone their leadership
skills and explore career options. There are poverty simulations that impress upon teachers-in-training the reality that a
percentage of their students will come to school hungry. Some
will be dealing with abuse or neglect. These students need an
intervention before any subject can be learned.
“Teachers have been swept up in the social and cultural
shift that has taken place across the country in the last couple

Components
of teacher
demand

7%

6%

28%

59%

Workforce growth due to
pupil-teacher ratio reduction

Workforce growth due to
student enrollment increases

Retirement attrition

Preretirement attrition

Source: Learning Policy Institute, September 2016

Proud of the profession

A

sk educators what they do, and the answer typically falls
into one of two categories. Half will say they teach a specific
subject. The others will reply with a grade level. Brandon Thornton
falls somewhere in the middle.
“I don’t feel like I teach math. I teach students,” he said in a
conversation repeatedly interrupted by the teens he has connected
with at Bloomington High School. Now in his eighth year at the
school of 1,500, Thornton remains energized by work he readily
admits is difficult.
“It is the happiest job on earth,”
he said, while explaining his approach
to teaching sophomore geometry and
co-teaching an algebra class where half
the students have an Individualized
Education Program. He also coaches the
school’s speech team, and uses what
should be planning periods to connect
with students who know his door is
always open.
“I wear multiple hats, including
counselor,” said Thornton, a Rock
Island native who attended ISU as a
Golden Apple Scholar. He completed his
undergraduate degree in math teacher
education in 2011. He earned a master’s
in 2016 in the College of Education’s Department of Special
Education, and is now back on campus finishing a doctorate in
the same subject. His goal is to remain at the high school where
he did his student teaching, and was hired before he finished his
bachelor’s degree.
“I knew at a very young age that I wanted to teach,” Thornton
said. “I just wish everyone could see that it’s hard work, and its
definitely not about the money.” It’s also not always about students
grasping the content.
“My work goes much deeper than math. There are days
where the math lesson just didn’t happen for everyone because
I don’t put math before the needs of the kids,” Thornton said,
sharing that youth shoulder a heavier burden than most realize.
“I have students worrying about their next meal, wondering
if the water will be on at their home, or where they will find the
money for track shoes,” he said, noting that some are caring for
younger siblings.
Add pressure to succeed in school and stay on a college
track, cyber bullying, and addictions fueled by new fads such as
JUUL—a palm-sized e-cigarette—and it’s no wonder Thornton
warns that students today are “emotionally overloaded.”
Teachers can be as well, which is why he preaches the need
to be transparent about the work and inevitable fatigue. He blogs
about his teaching experiences, both the joys and challenges. He
follows those he considers to be “superstar teachers” to fuel his
own creativity and motivation. Ultimately, he works to celebrate
teaching and “help make the profession cool again.”
Positive messaging is one way that will happen. “Our own
people, teachers, need to be careful about the messages we are
sending. Education is already tarnished by politicians and social
media,” he said, acknowledging that reform is needed to address
significant issues.
“I worry about the shortage of teachers overall, and the
shortage of teachers who are passionate,” said Thornton, who
senses a duty to help bring change by representing all that is good
in his profession. “I want people to know how happy I am because
I teach math, but most importantly, that my happiness stems from
everyday interactions with my students.”
Follow Thornton’s blog at bgthorn.wordpress.com.
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1 in7
More than
Illinois public school
teachers graduated
from Illinois State.

The National Council of
Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) has
continuously accredited Illinois
State University for

generations. Families are increasingly struggling economically
at the same time that distrust in authority figures has become
more prevalent. Teachers thus have to help many students
from limited means, while educators are perceived as being
part of a system that has left too many Americans behind. It’s a
difficult position that requires historical understanding, social
analysis, and a significant amount of empathy,” Wolfinger said.
“I tell my students that if they think their job is simply to
deliver content, they will hate the work and should go for another career,” Wolfinger said. “It is an intellectual occupation,
but only part of it is content knowledge. Teachers also have to
know all of the students in their classroom. What motivates
them? What are their strengths and weaknesses, their home
situations, their learning styles?”
Instilling the need for such a holistic approach to teaching
is integral to graduating individuals capable of soaring in the
classroom instead of feeling overwhelmed. “We have courses
that examine collaboration with families and the school social
worker and school psychologist,” Borders said. “We view education and teaching as meeting needs on all levels.”
This teaching model is designed to increase the rate of retention—which is yet another reason for the nation’s shortage.
The AACTE 2018 national study found that only 10 percent of
graduates with a bachelor’s degree in education were teaching four years after joining the profession. Fifty percent stay
no longer than three years. ISU works to reduce the loss by
providing an annual conference for teachers early in their
career to gain insight into surviving the challenges, and build a
network of professional support that is crucial to their success.
These offerings by the college help fill the gap as work
continues at the state and national level to address problems in
the profession. Some changes already implemented by the Illinois legislature have gotten mixed reviews. Kelli Appel, director of enrollment and transition services within the College of
Education, gives as an example the decision to allow a person
who holds a teaching license in any other state to receive one
within Illinois as well.
She considers the policy change to be short-sighted in that
it creates another incentive for high school students to attend
college out of state. While they know they can return to Illinois
for their career, it is very difficult to lure them back.
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1in4
first-year teachers in
Illinois is a Redbird.
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Her strategy in recruiting for the college is to take a more
proactive approach with students long before they near their
college years. “Getting to students earlier is really important.
We have even on occasion planned visits for classes from the
fifth, sixth, and seventh grades. We want to start to make an
impression on them,” Appel said.
The focus for youth is to plant a seed of interest in teaching. The visits are intended to spark enthusiasm for continuing
their education by creating a comfort level while being on a
college campus. It is one method being used at ISU to attract a
more diverse population to the profession.
Appel has also intensified her outreach, working with
educators across districts to launch future teacher clubs
and introduce knowledge of teaching as a career pathway in
middle schools and high schools. The college is planning its
first Future Teacher Conference for high school students that
will be held on campus in October. The college has also begun
arranging signing days at high schools to celebrate seniors who
are pursuing an education degree.
Such moments create an opportunity to shine a positive
light on the profession, which the college does when high
school students visit campus. There are Redbird Education
Days that include conversations with faculty and current students to understand the wide spectrum of career options.
Prospective students also begin to envision the rewards of
teaching as they hear about moments of life-changing impact
that can never be reflected in an educator’s paycheck. They are
what offset the negatives for those who invest in the lives of
others by choosing to teach.
“Teachers pursue a career that lets them make a difference in the world,” Wolfinger said, describing the work as a
calling. Individuals who rise to the challenge are motivated to
be change agents who empower one child at a time.
He and his peers know the trials of preparing the next
generation, and yet they persist with a passion despite the
many challenges confronting education. Wolfinger answers
how and why they persevere with one simple statement: “A
good day teaching is better than the best day I’ve had doing
anything else.”
Education alumni are sought as cooperating teachers for clinical
experiences, to serve on advisory boards, provide financial support,
and advocate for the profession. Contact the College at Education@
IllinoisState.edu to get involved.

Different

cure

kind of

Alumna helps uninsured
afford health care
BY JOHN MOODY

T

he state of health care in America is a
topic of continual debate and discussion, from national media coverage to
conversations across local communities. The
cost of insurance specifically is key to the issue,
with ongoing worries about the number of individuals who have either insufficient coverage
or none at all.
The concern is justified, as 27.4 million
of the nonelderly population were uninsured
in the United States in 2017, according to the
Kaiser Family Foundation. The nonprofit
researches health care issues facing the nation,
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Because she lacked insurance, she did not seek treatment until her
health reached a crisis point. She opted for an emergency room visit
and died within a couple of days in the hospital.
and tracks federal health policies. Studies released
by the foundation find that nearly 50 percent of
people without insurance report they cannot afford
the cost of coverage.
Of the more than 27 million uninsured, 11.7
million qualify for health care programs but are not
aware of that fact. They are unable on their own
to find the help available to offset their medical
expenses.
It is for these reasons that Laura (Brebner)
Robbins ’10, M.S. ’12, partnered with her brother,
Ryan, to create Advocatia Solutions. The Chicago
company’s mission is to make accessing health care
benefits much easier for uninsured and underinsured patients, from local communities all the way
up to national programs.
Laura is the chief operating officer of Advocatia, with Ryan as the chief executive officer. He
spearheaded the initiative after working 14 years in
the health care industry. He was motivated to take

Advocatia automates the
application and screening
process for individuals who do
not have health care coverage.
action after seeing the experience an uninsured
woman had when navigating the healthcare system.
She was eligible for several coverage programs,
including Medicaid, but for a variety of reasons was
never made aware of her coverage options.
Because she continued to lack insurance, she
did not seek treatment until her health reached a
crisis point. She opted for an emergency room visit
and died within a couple of days in the hospital
from cancer that could have been detected at an
early stage and been treated to prolong her life.
Ryan and Laura want to prevent such tragic
situations from continuing to unfold, which is why
they now work to help people find coverage. Often
the search is done while an individual is hospitalized, however, they work equally hard to help
people be proactive in securing insurance benefits.
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“We also partner with hospitals to help increase their reimbursement and decrease their bad
debt, with a focus on the uninsured and underinsured,” Laura said. “We determine within 60 seconds what their options are. It’s always the patient
first, to connect them to care.”
In simplest terms, Advocatia automates the
application and screening process for individuals
who do not have health care coverage. The com-

Partnerships are at the center of Advocatia Solutions, both with
clients and the staff team. Laura Robbins, who welcomed her first
child in July, tackled a project with coworker Matthew Neff.

pany has developed a benefit-sharing platform used
to link coverage options such as Medicaid, hospital
charity care programs, and county programs with
patients. Financial aid and assistance programs can
be checked as well.
The resulting search locates health care
coverage or aid programs the person is qualified to
receive. “It’s good for the patient and for the hospital,” Laura said, explaining one program the company offers named Benefit Text. It allows patients
to confirm by text their coverage eligibility.
Benefit Screening is another program that hospitals use to enroll patients. Beyond helping them
obtain coverage, Benefit Screening increases the reimbursement hospitals receive for treatments. Both
it and Benefit Text are trademarked by Advocatia.
Laura has a wide-ranging role as a leader in
the company, and her work consistently varies.
“There’s some HR, day-to-day operations, work
with the team, work on new processes, work with

Ryan on the vision of the company, and work with
existing clients.” She reflects on her years as an ISU
undergraduate and graduate student in the School
of Communication when sharing how she prepared
for her current career.
“My work at WZND really helped me learn
about business, from cold calling to doing job interviews,” Laura said of the semesters she spent in the
student-run radio station. “It was a lot of experi-

“We determine within 60
seconds what their options are.
It’s always the patient first, to
connect them to care.”
ence in sales that I could talk about later in my own
job interviews.”
Such learning opportunities became available to Laura when she transferred from Texas
Christian University. She has no regrets about the
decision, saying she appreciated the lasting bonds
she made with faculty at Illinois State.
She completed courses in Paris through ISU’s
Study Abroad program, and was chosen to join
Lambda Pi Eta—a national honor society affiliated
with the National Communication Association.
Laura also taught on campus while completing her
master’s degree.
She worked several internships prior to graduation, which helped her secure a job as operations
manager for Coyote Logistics after completing her
degrees. The position was an excellent opportunity
to launch a career that has been so exceptional,
Laura was awarded the School of Communication’s
Outstanding New Graduate Alumni Award in 2018.
“I was very honored. I know there are a lot of
great alums they could have chosen,” said Laura,
who makes an effort to stay connected to Illinois
State. She frequently returns to visit campus, and
actively recruited during her role at Coyote Logistics. She welcomes opportunities to speak with
students, and maintains friendships with the many
faculty and staff members who helped her prepare
for a professional path she did not anticipate, but
finds immensely rewarding.
By lessening the confusion of insurance coverage for even a percentage of those who need health
care, Laura has succeeded in helping individuals
find the path forward to a healthier and happier
tomorrow.

Navigating

the
insurance maze

Individuals in need of medical insurance are
often quickly overwhelmed in their search for
coverage. Laura Robbins offers advice and specific steps to help people be successful in getting an insurance plan that meets their needs.
•R
 esearch community resources that can
assist with the process. This is important
because it will help ensure that you know
all your options.
• I f you have been to the hospital for care
and have an outstanding bill, work with the
hospital staff on options for payment. Advise
them that you are uninsured or self-pay.
They want to help!
•B
 e proactive in obtaining coverage and
health. Realize that the ACA/Marketplace
may have available substitute plans that
may work in your situation. Learn more
about the Health Insurance Marketplace
at www.healthcare.gov.
• I f you have been denied Medicaid before,
do not assume this means you will never
qualify for coverage. Changes in such
things as the number of members in your
family, pregnancy, and income impact your
eligibility—as well as government changes
in the Medicaid program.
 now that open enrollment is not the only
•K
time that you can begin coverage through
a governmental insurance program such as
Medicaid or Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP). There are qualifying reasons,
such as loss of a job, that will allow you to get
insurance after open enrollment has ended.
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saturday, october 26
Town & Gown 5K and 1-Mile Fun Run/Walk
Parade • Tailgate
Redbird Football vs. Indiana State
Download the official Illinois State University App for free
on your mobile device and use the Homecoming Guide
for schedules, map, connecting, updates, and more.

Homecoming.IllinoisState.edu
#RedbirdHomecoming

My college crew loves coming back home to
ISU for Homecoming. It gives us a chance to
see the beautiful additions on campus and
time to celebrate a school that has done so
much for us professionally! –Rachel Marti ’08

@ISU_Homecoming

Returning for Homecoming is like attending
an annual family reunion. Renewing friendships
of the past and meeting students of today bonds
and connects us as Redbirds in a deep and
meaningful way!  –Stan Shingles ’82, M.S. ’88

Coming back to campus for Homecoming
reminds me how great this university is and
how proud I am to have graduated from
ISU! The best part of Homecoming is all
the great friends at ISU (and of course, the
tailgate parties!). –Susan Nelson-Brown ’78

RedbirdProud

Civic engagement
Redbirds strong advocates for higher education

T

hanks to dedicated students
and alumni, citizens of the
state continue to hear about
the need to support higher
education in Illinois.
A group of student leaders visited Springfield for a student advocacy
day during the spring. They prepared
by meeting with alumni, who provided
training on how to present with one
voice. Participants generated questions
and learned lobbying practices.
Michele (Pfeilschifter) Guadalupe
’01, advocacy alliance development
director for the Arthritis Foundation and
ISU Alumni Association Board of Directors’ member, shared her expertise. She
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is confident students will impact government relations.
“I give my time to students because
I feel that advocacy is of critical importance to them, as well as something they
will encounter in most professions,” she
said. “I have been extremely impressed
with the students I’ve encountered at
Illinois State. They have been able to eloquently share their story with legislators,
and I know that it’s making a difference.”
Students met with seven legislators
to discuss MAP grant funding, increased
appropriations for ISU, and the need to
increase in-state student college attendance. Illinois has one of the highest
percentages in the nation of high school
students who leave the state for college.

Several alumni joined students to
discuss the same topics. Graduates also
attended a higher education reception in
Springfield, where they met with legislators. They lobbied for higher education
funding at ISU and across the state.
“Alumni play a key advocacy role for
Illinois State, especially since so many
of us live and work in the state,” Guadalupe said. “We are constituents for a vast
number of legislators, which allows us
to effectively strengthen the University’s
messages on the importance of higher
education.”
Alumni interested in joining advocacy efforts for Illinois State can contact
Alumni Director Stephanie Duquenne at
saduque@IllinoisState.edu.

Alumni News
Stay connected to ISU
Check out the Facebook pages of ISU
affinity groups and Redbirds by geographical locations for news and events.
Networks are listed at Alumni.IllinoisState.edu/Networks.
Follow the Alumni Association on
Instagram @illinoisstatealumni to see
photos and learn of events. Find alumni
stories or the adventures of #FlatReggieISU. Follow @ISU_Homecoming on
Twitter to get updates on events yearround. Go to IllinoisState.edu/Social
for a complete list of ISU social media
accounts.

Directors chosen for
Alumni Association
There is new leadership within the
Alumni Association following the annual
meeting in June.
Four alumni were elected to threeyear terms on the board of directors.
Dakota Pawlicki ’09 of Indianapolis is
a strategy officer for the Lumina Foundation. Nikita Richards ’06, M.S. ’15, of
Bloomington is the employment coordinator for the City of Bloomington. Tim
Griffin ’93 of Springfield is the council
coordinator for the City of Springfield.
Mary McMahan ’12 of Chicago is a broker for @properties.
Lisa Castleman ’96 is president.
Steve Smith ’89, M.S. ’93, is vice president/president-elect. Dave Horstein ’08
is secretary. Doug Reeves ’69 is past
president.

Legacy family event
Anyone with a sibling, parent, or grandparent who attended the University is
part of a Redbird legacy family. Legacy
families with current students attending
Illinois State will be recognized at the
annual Legacy Brunch during Family
Weekend on Sunday, October 6. Register at Alumni.IllinoisState.edu/LegacyBrunch.

From the archives

The College of Fine Arts will mark its 50-year milestone during the 2019-2020 academic year,
with much reason to celebrate. The college has grown to provide study options in the School of
Art, School of Music, School of Theatre and Dance, Arts Technology Program, Illinois Shakespeare
Festival, and University Galleries. Performances have entertained Central Illinoisans throughout the
decades. Theatre students in 1967, top, staged the French comedy Tartuffe. A more recent show,
Balm in Gilead, was produced in 2018. The success of graduates from the college keeps its programs
in the national spotlight. Among the most readily recognized alumni are Hollywood, television, and
Broadway actors Sean Hayes, Laurie Metcalf, John Malkovich, and Jane Lynch.
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ClassNotes

Alumna shifts focus from Hollywood to hospitals
by Leia Atas

C

hristal Schanes’ life revolves
around hair. Since graduation, the 1999 visual arts and
costume design major has
been creating wigs and facial hair for a
range of uses, from Hollywood actors to
patients with hair loss.
She seized an opportunity of a lifetime in 2005 when she joined Bob Kelley’s wig shop in New York City, where
Saturday Night Live wigs were created.
“I was amazed that in one day, my whole
world had changed,” Schanes said.
Her work on the show resulted in
an Emmy, and more opportunities. She
has done wig and facial hair work on
the Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon. She
has worked with Stephen Colbert and
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Amy Sedaris, and on films including Salt
and Spiderman 3.
A wig and makeup associate professor at the University of North Carolina,
Schanes is now advancing her WIGwell
initiative. It provides custom wigs for
women facing hair loss as a result of
medical issues. The wigs are provided
at no cost through CHRISTALine Studios, which partners with hospitals in
Schanes’ hometown of Winston-Salem in
North Carolina.
“I have never liked the idea of charging for medical wigs,” Schanes said. “Hair
loss sufferers and the exorbitant cost
of custom, high-quality wigs served as
major inspiration to establish WIGwell. I
am very passionate about producing wigs
for a more profound purpose.”

Each custom wig requires 100,000
hand-tied human hairs, takes between
75 and 125 hours to complete, and would
cost approximately $5,000 at market
value. WIGwell accepts all textures of
hair donations of three inches or more.
Financial support is equally important.
Schanes launched a Wacky Wig Challenge as a fundraiser, with the dollars
allocated toward materials and labor.
“Symbolically these wigs help provide a sense of normalcy in a tumultuous time,” said Schanes, who credits the
University for starting her on a creative
journey. She not only met her husband
on campus, Marek Kwiatkowski, but also
gained a broader worldview as a student.
“ISU,” she said, “was the base for everything!”

50s
Anne Gregor ’51 has been an educator for 62 years; retired from
Edwardsville High School; continues to substitute teach; resides
with her husband, Robert, in
Edwardsville.
Paul Rosene ’51, M.S. ’56, is School
of Music Professor Emeritus;
received the Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award
presented by Marquis Who’s Who;
a handbell and choirchime music
consultant with Malmark Inc.
since 1990; resides with his wife,
Doris, in Orlando, Florida.
Jane McNamara ’55 is retired after
more than 50 years of working as a
teacher and a coach of five sports
at New Trier High School; known
and loved as “Miss Mac” and
remains an active volunteer; New
Trier honored her with a plaque at
the “Mac Shack” concession area
of a new athletics building; resides
in Northbrook.
George Yard ’59 is professor emeritus in the School of Education at
University of Missouri-St. Louis;
consultant at the university’s Center for Disabilities; co-authored
teacher education book; resides
with his wife, Carole, in Houston,
Texas.

60s
M. Catherine Lannon ’65, M.S. ’69,
is a retired lawyer; resides in Tallahassee, Florida.
Marcia “Marcy” (Stine) Parsons ’65
retired from teaching at Thomas
Metcalf Elementary School; resides
with her husband, Jerry, in Normal.
Christena (Hill) Hubbard ’68 is
retired from UPS; resides in Lexington, Kentucky.
Wendy (Downs) Pamay ’68 taught
for the Department of Defense in
Japan, Turkey, France, and Belgium for 44 years; spends summers
in Belgium; resides in Claremont,
California.
Diana (Corley) Schnapp ’68, M.S.
’70, is executive director of International Listening Association;
retired from higher education
teaching positions in Maryland,

Kansas, and Illinois; resides with
her husband, Frank, in Overland
Park, Kansas.
Robert Zawislak ’68 is retired from
teaching earth science; he and his
wife, Diane (Sutherd) ’69, met at
ISU; celebrated 50 years of marriage in June; reside in Rochelle.
Gerald Keck ’69 is organist at St.
John’s Lutheran Church in Flanagan; plays at nursing homes;
worked 30 years directing Vermillion Players Children’s Theatre
musicals in Pontiac; resides with
his wife, Ardeth, in Flanagan.

70s
Jim Petersen ’70 retired as a trial
lawyer after 41 years with a large,
multi-state law firm; co-founded
ISU’s hockey team in 1969; inducted into ISU’s Hockey Hall of Fame;
resides with his wife, Helen, in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
J. Michael Barker ’71 retired as the
CEO and chairman of Springfield
Electric Supply Company; resides
with his wife, Sandy, in Sherman.
Diana Ford, M.S. ’71, is a realtor;
coaches girls USA volleyball team;
resides in Solon, Ohio.
Michaeline “Micki” RicchiardiChulick ’71 is retired as a nonprofit
organization CEO; resides with her
husband, Anthony, in DeKalb.
Kathleen (Rice) Haas ’72 retired
from the Food and Drug Administration after 40 years as an
investigator/recall and emergency
coordinator in the Chicago district
office; she and her husband, Dean,
celebrated 40 years of marriage in
2018; resides in Chicago.
Thomas Meek ’72 retired from
Shell Global Solutions as the principle technologist at Westhollow
Technology Center in Houston,
Texas; resides with his wife, Tracie, in Burlington, Washington.
Carolyn (Bryer) Ronholm ’72
retired from surgical nursing;
enjoys her grandchildren, gardening, and travel; resides with her
husband, Maynard, in Pacific,
Missouri.

Pause for applause
Focused on foster care
Dual alumna Amelia Franck Meyer has dedicated her career to reforming America’s foster care system so that children are able to
stay with their families. The work has thrust
her into the national spotlight. Franck Meyer
was chosen as one of 25 Women Changing
the World by People magazine in 2018. She
graduated with a psychology degree in 1989,
and completed a master’s in sociology in 1995. She has worked in child
welfare positions for three decades. She is CEO of Alia, a nonprofit that
exists to reduce childhood trauma.

Destined to dance
College of Fine Arts Hall of Fame alum Randy
Duncan is a renowned choreographer. He
has created works performed in his hometown of Chicago, across the country, and in
Tel Aviv. Three times he received Chicago’s
prestigious Ruth Page Award for Outstanding
Choreographer of the Year. An avid supporter
of HIV/AIDS issues, he has created works
for Chicago’s largest dance to benefit the cause. Duncan has choreographed musicals, television productions, and motion pictures. He was
nominated for the American Choreography Award for dance on film for
Save the Last Dance by Paramount Pictures.

Winning the airwaves
Mass media graduate Katie Neal ’12 went
from working at WZND to becoming a midday host at NASH FM 94.7—the only country
music radio station in New York City. Her
ability to engage listeners resulted in Neal’s
2019 nomination for the Academy of Country
Music Awards On-Air Personality of the Year
in a major market. She was the only female
nominated. Holding a radio host position in America’s largest city
shocks Neal, who once shunned the medium because she hated the
sound of her own voice.

Excellence in education
Eric Flohr ’87, M.S. ’95, is committed to
helping secondary students excel. He was
selected as Golden Apple’s 2019 Outstanding
Principal for the northern region of Illinois. He
has led Hononegah Community High School
in Rockton since 2014. Flohr was honored for
leadership in promoting teaching excellence,
inspiring outstanding teachers, and a positive
learning environment in the school with approximately 2,000 students.
He completed a biological sciences education degree, with his master’s
degree in educational administration.

Thomas Dahlstrom ’73 was registrar and business faculty at Oral
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How we met
Arielle De Lisle ’15 was a sophomore University Studies major focusing on
sociology when she met Kyle Cadagin ’13 during a game of beer pong at
an off-campus party. While not typically considered a romantic scenario,
the friendly competition led to a date between the two about a week later.
Cadagin, then a senior renewable energy major, took De Lisle to
Miller Park Zoo in Bloomington and a lovely dinner. The evening went so
well that the two became inseparable throughout the months leading up to
Cadagin’s graduation in May.
“The idea of a long distance relationship seemed daunting,” said De
Lisle, who had an additional two years of study to complete her degree.
“We made it work, visiting each other as often as we could and talking on
the phone every night, making sure to never go to sleep without saying
‘I love you.’”
The two found an apartment in Chicago after De Lisle graduated,
and it was there Cadagin proposed on Christmas morning of 2016. During
the months following, the couple purchased and renovated a house that
became an active home with two dogs.
The wedding was on October 6, 2018, at a beautiful barn setting in
Three Oaks, Michigan.
“We were lucky enough to share that experience with all of our family and friends, including several fellow former Redbirds,” said De Lisle,
who is an order management specialist with Enpro Inc. Her husband is an
emissions test engineer with Mustardi Platt. The couple lives in Glen Ellyn, Arielle and Kyle included Sadie, left, and Marley in their wedding.
where they joyfully continue their adventure as a couple that developed
only because they each attended Illinois State.
“We are both truly grateful for the life we have made together, the family and friends we share it with, and the happy future that lies ahead,” De Lisle
said, “but mostly for that chance game of beer pong on Cherry Street, which is where our love began.”

Roberts University; faculty and
administrator at Eastern University in Pennsylvania; director of
institutional research at Eastern;
resides in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.
Jan (Franklin) German ’73, M.S.
’80, and her husband, Larry ’88,
retired from teaching after 38 and
24 years respectively; their two
children are ISU graduates; couple
resides in Normal.
Nancy (Hall) Gray ’73 is retired
from a 34-year career as a second grade teacher at BismarckHenning Elementary School;
resides with her husband, Gary, in
Danville.
Linda (Searight) Muranko ’73 is
retired and traveling in a RV with
her husband, Lee; resides in Lawrenceville, Georgia.
Don Waldvogel ’73 retired after
owning a farm and appraisal management company; retired from
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teaching; former truck driver and
dairy farmer; resides with his wife,
Connie, in Hilbert, Wisconsin.

Salle College Preparatory; resides
with her husband, James, in Sierra
Madre, California.

Vidette; past sports journalist at
three newspapers; resides in Saint
Paul, Minnesota.

Georganna (Janna) Greanias ’74
retired after teaching high school
math 44 years; resides in Ottawa.

Terry Duckworth ’76 operates Simple Joy, a home business offering
books and speeches to empower
and improve women’s lives; resides
with his wife, Jean Ann, in Anaheim, California.

Robert Ritter ’77 worked 34 years
in banking; retired after 20 years
as a financial advisor with Edward
Jones; resides with his wife, Delores, in Brimfield.

Diane (Kuhn) Boeck ’75, M.S. ’77,
is a site supervisor of Peace Meal
for Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital;
resides with her husband, Bruce,
in Normal.
Douglas McDowell ’75, MBA ’76,
is retired from Abbott Labs; completed hiking the Appalachian
Trail; resides with his wife, Carol,
in Beach Park.
Carla (Rich) Montez ’75 is the
marketing director of continuing
education at Bradley University;
authored Then Again: How to
Write the Story of Your Life; resides
in Peoria.
Nancy (Evans) Doede ’76, is the
artistic director of the Nancy
Evans Dance Theatre; works for La

Jody (Wendland) Leiby ’76 retired
after 25 years as a Rock Island
County Court Services probation
office; worked 14 years as a criminal justice adjunct professor; widowed and resides in Rock Island.
Vicki (Paloumpis) Kupec ’77 is a
flight attendant with United Airlines; resides with her husband,
C.J., in Columbia, Maryland.
Ray Richardson ’77 is an on-air
personality and sales consultant
with KMOJ-FM in Minneapolis;
works as job creation specialist
at YWCA-Saint Paul; first African
American sportswriter for the

Roy Santoro ’77 retired after
40 years in Chicago TV news;
authored Broken News: Journalism
in Crisis; resides in Des Plaines.
Bernad Uffelman, MBA ’77, retired
as a Deloitte partner; resides with
his wife, Arlene, in The Hills,
Texas.
Stanley Hall ’78 retired as chief
operating officer of Peru Community Schools; worked 37 years
in school finance; resides with his
wife, Barbara, in Peru, Indiana.
Carol (Zindel) Reed ’78 is Macon
County auditor; widowed and
resides in Forsyth.

William Allison ’79 is the national
managing principal for the sales
excellence group at Deloitte
Consulting; resides with his wife,
Mary, and daughter in College
Grove, Tennessee.
David Bean ’79, M.M. ’91, and his
wife, Ann (Hemmingson) ’79, M.S.
’94, both retired from teaching
careers in Illinois public schools;
reside in Brimley, Michigan.
Debra (Wilson) Coale ’79 is a
township clerk; retired from UPS;
resides with her husband, David,
in Clinton.
Thomas “Ted” Hendry ’79 retired
as president of the United Way of
Greenville County; nearly 40-year
career with the agency; resides
with his wife, Donna, in Greenville,
South Carolina.
Kip Smith ’79, M.S. ’82, retired
as an administrator after 31 years
with the Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services;
resides in Pawnee.

80s
Jim Hickle ’80 is president of
Velocity Telephone Inc.; resides
with his wife, Reta, in Rosemont.
Terry Robinson ’80 is a corporate
relations officer for Kent State
University; authored the workplace management book Singing
in the Reign; resides with his wife,
Marla, in Shaker Heights, Ohio.
Sue Adams ’81 is a director of
advancement with Memory Care
Home Solutions; resides in St.
Louis, Missouri.
Gregory Anderson ’81 is the executive vice president for finance and
operations with the University of
North Texas Health Science Center; resides with his wife, Janet, in
Fort Worth, Texas.
Dawn (Miller) Conway ’81, M.S.
’92, Specialist ’11, retired after
nearly 37 years in education;
was executive director of special
education for Livingston County
Special Services; resides with her
husband, Brian, in Normal.
Carol (Huskey) Johnston ’81 retired
after teaching special education
and elementary art for 35 years;

her husband, Lyle ’82, is a field service architect at Allegion; resides
in Princeton.
Sandra (Finch) Linn ’81 is a retired
math teacher; resides with her
husband, Martin, in Spring, Texas.
Celeste Niebuhr-Eddleman ’81 is a
business analyst with DXC Technology; resides with her husband,
David, in Lake Zurich.
John Nobis ’81 is the senior manager in eligibility administration
with CVS Health; resides with his
wife, Susan, in Dallas, Texas.
Tracey (Fields) Parks ’81 retired
as a social worker from Decatur
Public Schools; resides with her
husband, Gerald, in Decatur.

security company; resides in Sugar
Land, Texas.

resides with his wife, DeeAnn, in
LeRoy.

Mark Thorndyke ’84, is a Merrill
Lynch wealth management advisor; named a Top 250 Wealth Advisor by Forbes in 2018; president
of Chicago Farmers; member of
ISU’s College of Business Advisory Council; resides in Lake Barrington.

Patricia (Kenyon) Rittenhouse ’86
retired after 32 years of teaching
the deaf at the Tennessee School
for the Deaf, where she volunteers;
resides with her husband, Bob, in
Knoxville, Tennessee.

Jennifer (Soderholm) Ahrens ’85
worked 30 years as an officer
with the Elgin Police Department;
is a licensed professional counselor with Holding Hope Services;
resides in Union.

Scott Rudin ’86 is an attorney and
managing partner of Miroballi
Durkin & Rudin LLC; resides with
his wife, Deborah, in Deerfield.
Janet (Bunders) Barthel ’87 is
supervisor of Retzer Nature Center; worked three years as edu-

Donita (Maaks) Biggs ’82 retired
after teaching 35 years; resides
with her husband, Terry, in Lincoln.
Cathleen (Wills) Gordon ’82 is an
assistant controller with Burgher
Haggard; resides in Dallas, Texas.
Jane (Lotter) Homeier ’82 works
in the clinical lab at Siteman Cancer Center tied to Barnes-Jewish
Hospital and Washington University School of Medicine; resides
with her husband, Clifford, in
Staunton.
Christine (Koch) Knight ’83 is vice
president and co-owner of Rob
Knight’s Swim America; resides
with her husband, Robert, in
Normal.
Timothy Phinney ’83 is director of
IT global freight systems with Livingston International; resides with
his wife, Jeanetta, in New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Ralph Smith ’83 retired after 35
years in systems at State Farm
Insurance Company; resides in
Bloomington.
Mary Beth Geisen-Musha ’84 is a
social worker in Milwaukee Public
Schools; resides with her husband,
Brian, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Joel Gray ’84 is employed at Unity
Point Methodist Medical Center;
resides with his wife, Julie, in
Peoria.
Steve Kahan ’84 is chief marketing
officer for Thycotic Inc., a cyber-

Cherry Street sisterhood
Ten young women started their freshman year living in a Haynie Hall
lounge in 1970 because the residence hall was full. They opted to move
together to 110 Cherry Street in Normal, where their bond strengthened
into a sisterhood. A campus visit in 2018 rekindled college memories
and created the chance to pose with Reggie. They are, front row from
left, Bernadette (Pehanich) Jones; Sheila (Finnegan) Rainbolt; Linda
(Schlesinger) Poznansky; and Shelley (Barillaro) Brockman; Back row,
from left, Rose (Baumann) Fredericks; Marybeth (Harkness) Amerson;
Mary Jane (Fleming) Wagner; Sally (Ragains) Monroe; Marcy (Kelly)
Irvin; and Nancy (Powell) Benton.

Susan Kuhlmyer ’85 retired after
teaching band for 33 years; resides
in Lena.

cational naturalist; resides with
her husband, Paul, in Waukesha,
Wisconsin.

Denise McLane-Davison ’85 is an
associate professor of social work
at Morgan State University; resides
in Baltimore, Maryland.

Christine (Johansen) Sewell ’87,
M.S. ’16, has taught middle school
science for 25 years; regional
director for the Illinois Science
Teachers Association; resides with
her husband, Steve, in Bloomington.

Richard Miller ’86 retired from
teaching industrial arts at the VA
Southeastern Blind Rehabilitation
Center in Birmingham, Alabama;

Denise Spangler ’87, M.S. ’89, is
the College of Education dean and
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Redbird legacy
Lawrence Whittet ’78 and his ex-wife, Melissa “Missy” (Gehrt)
’77, met at a Toga party as undergraduates. Dating led to marriage
in 1980, which extended an ISU legacy on both sides of their
family tree.
Missy’s maternal grandmother, Cora (Belle) Hancock,
completed a teaching diploma in 1925. Her daughter and Missy’s
mother, Phyllis, married Daniel Gehrt. He earned a master’s
degree in 1971. Daniel held management positions in the University’s bookstore and ISU personnel division. Missy completed an
elementary education degree at ISU. Her sister, Sarah (Gehrt)
Lawrence and Missy, center, posed with their children in December 2018. From left
Oberst ’97, majored in social work.
are son Chase, and daughter Marissa Bevan with her husband, Austin. From right of
Lawrence’s mother, Mary (Harding) Whittet, was a 1940
Missy are daughter Jackie Hopper with her husband, Justin; and son, Ross. Lawrence
alumna. She worked as a housekeeper to President Raymond
is wearing traditional Dubai apparel.
Fairchild. Mary’s brother, Elmer Harding, attended Illinois State
in the 1930s. He was a halfback on the football team.
Lawrence majored in business administration after working with his father, Delbert, at Rowe Construction in Bloomington. Two nieces
to Missy and Lawrence attended ISU as well—Tamara Henson in the 1980s and Elizabeth (Oberst) Jackson, a 2006 human development and
family graduate.
ISU prepared Lawrence for a career in project management and construction. He worked in nuclear power plants for two decades, then
joined Bechtel Telecom Division, which placed 49,000 cellular towers during his six years there.
He and Missy moved to Texas in 1987, and call Granbury home. They welcomed four children and 11 grandchildren. Missy taught first
and third grades, and now helps students overcome dyslexia. Lawrence transitioned into solar energy, and consults with Sterling and Wilson.
The work took him to Dubai for construction of the world’s largest solar plant.
He and Missy remain loyal Redbirds. They have been donors since 1982, and host their annual tailgate party each year at Homecoming.
Lawrence attends one men’s basketball game each season, continuing the tradition of his father, who was honored by Athletics as ISU’s oldest
fan before his death at age 99.
“I truly believe in the University and have a loyalty to Illinois State,” said Lawrence, who purchases for each family member ISU attire to wear
every Christmas. It’s just one more way he and Missy celebrate their ISU family legacy.

professor at University of Georgia;
resides in Athens, Georgia.
Troy Thiel ’87, M.S. ’90, is a real
estate agent partnering with his
wife, Karen, at Windermere Yarrow Bay; active in real estate policy
issues; helps organize alumni Redbird events in Seattle area; resides
in Kirkland, Washington.
Patti (Choate) Campbell ’88 is a
real estate broker; she and her
husband, Paul, have two children;
one attends ISU; couple resides in
Aurora.
Mark Hozie ’88 is a network engineer at State Farm Insurance Company; resides with his wife, Tricia,
in Lewisville, Texas.
Matt Maberry ’88 is a partner at
Alton Securities and Asset Advisors; appointed a commissioner for
St. Louis Regional Airport; resides
with his wife, Kristin, in Bethalto.
Alesia (Watson) Smith ’88, M.S.
’91, is the executive director for
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equity compliance and Title IX
coordinator for Clemson University; second African American
woman elected to her community’s
city council; resides with her husband, Bryant, in Clemson, South
Carolina.
Melinda Walwer ’88 is artistic
director for Another Octave; director and arranger for Connecticut
Women’s Chorus; resides with her
husband, Kris, in Shelton, Connecticut.
Charles Blatt ’89 is marketing
director for Development Solutions Inc.; resides in Chicago.
Melissa Hurt ’89 is a production
coordinator with FLSmidth-Excel;
resides in Pekin.

90s
Susan (Stobbe) Harris ’90, M.S.
’96, is the dean of students at Joliet
West High School; son Hunter is a

junior at ISU; resides with her husband, David, in Plainfield.
Lynn (Luginbuhl) Tjaden ’90, M.S.
’98, is a reading specialist at Fieldcrest CUSD 6; resides with her
husband, Bruce, in Minonk.
Michelle (Helle) Wollard ’90 is a
warden’s secretary in the Federal
Bureau of Prisons; resides with her
husband, Jason, in Peoria.
Michelle (Schmitt) Young ’90,
M.S. ’91, is an associate director
of social media for USF; resides
with her husband, Nick, in Tampa,
Florida.
Jacqueline (Miller) Bottrell ’91,
retired as senior facilities manager
from Afni Inc.; resides with her
husband, George, in Normal.
Kelly Cook ’91 is a commercial lines
senior premium auditor with Frankenmuth Insurance; resides with
his wife, Sheri, and two children in
Rockford.

Cindy “CK” (Kaufmann) Hyker ’91
is the project coordinator with
Cogent Companies; resides in
Superior, Colorado.
Tami (Johnson) Vandenbark ’91 is
a sales manager with Closets By
Design; resides in Plainfield.
Marcia Craig ’92 is a public
accountant with Craig & Associates LLC; resides in Waukegan.
Erik Iversen ’92 works in inside
sales for Connexion; resides in
Tinley Park.
Sara (Brown) Ryerson ’92 is a
licensed clinical social worker
with a private practice; resides
with her husband, Dan, in Village
of Lakewood.
Jeff Benzing, MBA ’93, is a senior
community investment specialist
for BAE Systems; named to the
Indiana Institute of Technology
Board of Trustees; wife Patty
(Warren) ’84 is a substitute teacher; resides in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Pete Cavanagh ’93 was appointed
to 4th District Appellate Court;
presides on the worker’s compensation committee of the Illinois
Appellate Court; had served as a
circuit judge of the 7th Judicial
District; resides with his wife and
three children in Springfield.
Adam Mittleman ’93, M.S. ’00, is a
manager of quality improvement
analytics for WellCare Health
Plans Inc.; resides with his wife,
Celestine, in Acworth, Georgia.
Cindy (Vacca) Murray ’93 is a payroll coordinator with CHSD 218;
resides with her husband, Tim, in
Orland Hills.
John Albers ’94 is an attorney with
Shay Law Ltd.; resides in Williamsville.
Christy England ’94, M.S. ’00, Ph.D.
’06, is vice chancellor for academic
and student affairs with the State
University System of Florida Board
of Governors; resides in Tallahassee, Florida.
Steve Olmstead ’94 is the director
of insurance and risk management
for North Carolina State University; his wife, Cindy (Glogovsky)
’96, homeschools their five chil-

dren; family resides in Apex, North
Carolina.
Joanne (Stolfi) Pesavento ’94 is
the director of campus services at
Valparaiso University; resides with
her husband, David, in Griffith,
Indiana.
Thomas Posey ’94 completed juris
doctorate from Chicago-Kent College of Law; is a labor and employment attorney, as well as partner,
with global law firm Reed Smith in
Chicago; resides in La Grange.
Christine (Martyka) Campise ’95
is vice president of Tiemart Inc.;
resides with her husband, Douglas,
in Mundelein.
Suzanna Henshon, M.S. ’95, is a
writing professor at Florida Gulf
Coast University; published Winter Haiku, a collection of lyrical
poetry, on Amazon Kindle; resides
in Naples, Florida.
Bob Moore ’95 is executive director of the American College of
Osteopathic Family Physicians;
past chief operating officer of the
American Dental Hygienists’ Association; resides in Chicago.
Shannon Ryan ’95 is an investigator
with the Missouri Department of

Mental Health; resides with her
husband, Rick Brockwell, in Belle,
Missouri.

versity College of Law; resides
with his wife, Nicolette, and their
two children in Western Springs.

Todd Simpson ’95 is a senior supply chain planning engineer with
Caterpillar Inc.; resides with his
wife, Tanya, in Tremont.

Anthony Engler ’99 is an intelligence analyst with the Department
of Justice and Federal Bureau of
Investigation; resides in Omaha,
Nebraska.

Deborah (Selle) Beagle ’96 is the
director of student activities at
Vernon Hills High School; resides
with her husband, Tim, in Spring
Grove.
Nyla (Gash) Panzilius ’96 is a selfemployed writer; resides with her
husband, Stefan, in Roselle
Mark Quesenberry, M.S. ’96, is a
technical writer and trainer with
Grob Systems Inc.; resides in
Lakeview, Ohio.
Bradley Smith ’96 is the director
of information technology at the
Illinois Commerce Commission;
resides with his wife, Sarah, in
Auburn.
Robert Fitzgerald ’97, M.S. ’04,
Ph.D. ’13, is a faculty associate at
University High School; a 2019
finalist for the Golden Apple
Award for Excellence in Teaching;
resides in Normal.
Noel Hara ’97 is the director of
client engagement with Solstice;
resides with his wife, Elizabeth, in
Northbrook.
Myron Young ’97 is an inventory
specialist with Ameren Corporation; owns Mosi Window Treatments; resides with his wife,
Jackie, in St. Louis, Missouri.
Ben Barth ’98, M.S. ’07, is a teacher
and the principal at Zion Lutheran
School in Lincoln; resides with his
wife, Megan, and their daughter in
Clinton.

Decades of adventure
Mary (Korte) Frost Bondioli, Linda (Goodrich) Henkel, and Rebecca
(Page) Beckmann are 1970 graduates. Beckmann and Bondioli were
childhood friends and roommates in Barton Hall in the fall of 1966.
Henkel’s room was across from them. The three have remained close
for more than 50 years, and still connect at least once annually. They
traveled to Ireland to celebrate their 70th birthdays in 2018. They are,
from left, Bondioli of Herrin, Henkel of Warrensburg, and Beckmann of
Germantown.

Anthony Franklin ’98 is an assistant
professor in recreation and leisure
studies at the University of Mount
Olive; resides with his wife, Jen, in
Pinehurst, North Carolina.
William Malone ’98 is chief marketing officer of Sara Lee Frozen
Bakery; held marketing roles at
Kellogg Company and Kraft Foods;
resides in Elk Grove Village;
Steven Brandstedt ’99 is an attorney with Litchfield Cavo LLP;
adjunct professor at DePaul Uni-

Patricia Estep ’99, M.S. ’02, is a
family nurse practitioner at Banner University Medical Physicians
Office; resides with her husband,
Larry, in Sahuarita, Arizona.
Tonya (Sorensen) Peterson ’99
is principal of Elwood School in
Illinois; resides with her husband,
Jeffrey, in Joliet.
Jessica (Seder) Zanton ’99 completed a doctorate at the University of Illinois; assistant professor
at Black Hills State University; she
and husband, Dave, are parents of
two children; resides in Spearfish,
South Dakota.

00s
Timothy Bill ’00, M.S. ’02, is executive director of marketing and
public information at Heartland
Community College; resides with
his wife, Mandy, in Bloomington.
Nichole DePaul ’00 is an NCAA
head coach for the bowling team
at Upper Iowa University; resides
with her husband, Jason Miller, in
Fayette, Iowa.
Michelle (Casey) Feltes’01 is a
counselor in the Chicago Public
Schools; resides with her husband,
Kyle, in Evergreen Park.
Andy Jensen ’01, M.M. ’05, is an
associate professor of music at
Southwestern Illinois College;
resides with his wife, Cathy, in
Belleville.
Julie (Louis) Ninnis ’01 is the digital
content coordinator at Electronic
Systems Support Inc.; she and her
husband, Kris, are parents of a
daughter; resides in Columbia.
Steve Peter ’01 is a physical education teacher at the Science and
Arts Academy; resides with his
wife, Ashley, in Schaumburg.
Mark Wiggins ’01 is a physical education teacher at Lincoln Middle
School; coaches varsity football
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Amy Outland ’07 works part-time
as a service excellence representative for Franciscan Health; a freelance editor and writer; authored
the novels Parallel Hearts and I’m
Not Broken; resides in Frankfort.

at East St. Louis High School;
resides with his wife, Kimberley, in
O’Fallon, Missouri.
Shannon (Biesenthal) Dunn ’02 is
an advanced medical support assistant with Veterans Affairs; resides
in Troutdale, Oregon.

Ross Richards ’07 is the director of
annual giving and marketing operations at the University of Illinois
Foundation; resides with his wife,
Maria, in Champaign.

Brad Mallory ’02 is a sergeant
with the Glendale Heights Police
Department; resides in Lake
Zurich.
Amy (Turner) Gail ’03 owns
Refresh Designbar and is the
senior designer; voted 2018 Best
Interior Designer of Northern
Nevada by Reno News & Review;
resides with her husband, Jeff, in
Reno, Nevada.
David Hermann ’03 is the registrar
and the director of admissions and
registration at Kankakee Community College; resides in Kankakee.
Tim Holbrook ’03 is the director
of faculty affairs for the Kellogg
School of Management at Northwestern University; resides in
Evanston.
Megan Volpert ’03 teaches English
at Roswell High School; co-edited
Tom Petty and Philosophy We Need
to Know; authored Boss Broad,
queer/feminist poetry based on
Bruce Springsteen songs; resides
with her spouse, Mindy Friedman,
in Decatur, Georgia.
Elizabeth Gunnell ’04 is the technical recruiter for Bowhead Professional Solutions; resides in Rock
Island.
Caity (Ford) Willox ’04 is a course
support specialist in Kellogg
School of Management at Northwestern University; past Jeopardy
contestant; she and her husband,
Ryan, are parents of twins; resides
in Skokie.
John Bierbaum ’05, M.S. ’09,
teaches social studies at Normal
Community West High School; a
2019 finalist for the Golden Apple
Award for Excellence in Teaching;
resides in Hudson.
Susan Bock ’05, M.M. ’06, is a selfemployed music therapist; resides
with her husband, Fritz, in Peoria.
Melissa (Skinner) Ceveda ’05 is
a senior human resources busi-
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Scott Sawa ’07 appeared in two
major roles in the production of
We Found a Hat performed at
Lifeline Theatre in 2019; resides in
Countryside.

Gladly he serves
Army Captain Will Konovsky ’13 was commissioned by the ROTC upon
his graduation from Illinois State. He was a member of the Redbird Battalion while completing a degree in criminal justice sciences. Konovsky,
third from left, is now serving in Afghanistan. He enlisted the help of his
military brothers to display his pride in his alma mater.

ness partner of Weir Group PLC;
resides in Fort Worth, Texas.
Bryan Ernst ’05 is vice president of
Omnitronix; resides with his wife,
Megan, in Geneva.
Jeff Kuznekoff, M.S. ’05, is a tenured associate professor at Miami
University; resides in West Chester, Ohio.
Jason Parkinson ’05 is the president and CEO of ONEFIRE, a
technology consulting firm; resides
in Peoria.
Elizabeth (Wiley) Rhodes ’05 is
the restorative justice coordinator
at Meridian Elementary School;
resides with her husband, Jason,
in Macon.
Allyson (Goddard) Verschave ’05
teaches in Chicago Public Schools;
resides with her husband, Michael,
in Chicago.
Daniel Butts ’06 is a production
manager with Disney Parks Live
Entertainment; resides in Minneola, Florida.
Amelia Cearlock ’06 is a behavioral health clinical coordinator
with the Arizona Department of
Child Safety; resides in Scottsdale,
Arizona.
Talia (Dart) Dean ’06 is the director of the Illinois Masonic Outreach Services Charity Program

for the Grand Lodge of Illinois;
resides with husband, Justin, in
Springfield.
Dan Ritzke ’06 is co-founder and
head of marketing for Promotable,
which provides business analytics training; resides with his wife,
Laura, in Chicago.
Ashley Street ’06 is a senior financial analyst with Ascension; resides
in Nashville, Tennessee.
Molly Arbogast ’07 is the development director of Carnegie Hall in
Lewisburg, West Virginia, where
she resides with her husband, Eric
Ellison.
Nick Daggers ’07 founded the 1833
Group, a firm that works with
political campaigns and municipal
governments; resides with his wife,
Christina, in Aurora.
Lori Granich ’07 earned an MBA;
registered dietitian nutritionist;
director of lifelong learning and
engagement at the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics; Forty
Under 40 Association Forum and
USAE 2018 honoree; resides in
Chicago.
Brianne (Berogan) Myers ’07, M.A.
’09, is the director of advancement
services at Augustana College; she
and her husband, Greg, are parents
of a son born November 2018;
resides in Rock Island.

Vanessa Basil ’08 is a chef at
Vibrant Table Catering in Portland,
Oregon, where she resides.
Bernard Heine ’08, MPA ’08, is
a senior manager with PricewaterhouseCoopers; worked in
Singapore for the accounting firm;
resides with his wife, Kaylee, in
Chicago.
Jason Kidd ’08 is an officer with
the Palatine Police Department;
resides with his wife, Evelyn, in
Bartlett.
Breanne (Schnoor) Labus ’08 is
recreation services supervisor at
Skokie Park District; received 2018
Recreation Section Distinguished
Member Award from the Illinois
Park and Recreation Association;
she and her husband, Michael,
reside in Chicago.
Chankyeong Park ’08 is a senior
professional with Hanon Systems;
resides with his wife, Yeonkyeong,
in Korea.
Laura (Simon) Stanek ’08 is a
senior investment analyst with
Catholic Order of Foresters;
resides with her husband, Richard,
in Naperville.
Larissa Vander Kuur ’08, M.S. ’13,
owns Busy Bee Learning Center;
group home for pre-K children
was named an Early Childhood
Education Fellow by Teach Plus;
resides in Champaign.
Ryan Blonn ’09 is manager of international internal audit for ALDI;
resides in Aurora.

Rachel (Clark) Gregoire ’09 is
president of Fam Foolery Inc., an
engagement-focused game production company in Chicago; resides
with her husband, Christopher, in
Brookfield.
Amy Janus ’09 is a national
accounts manager with Southwest Airlines; resides in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Katie (Stolinski) King ’09 is
an assistant manager at Pier 1
Imports; she and her husband,
Matthew, are parents of Dylan,
born in November 2018; resides in
Roselle.
Bryan Lindskog ’09 is a music therapist with Easterseals; resides with
his wife, Jennifer, in Forest Park.

describer for Rock Island Auction
Company; resides with his wife,
Lauren in Lynn Center.
Angelica (Alday) Jacob ’10 is an
internal audit director with Chicago Public Schools; resides with her
husband, Miguel, in Chicago.
Stephanie (Donjon) Orme ’10 completed a Ph.D. in mass communication at Pennsylvania State University; lectures at Suffolk University;
resides with her husband, Tylor, in
Brighton, Massachusetts.
Amanda Roeder ’10 appeared
in the leading role of Sizi in the
production of We Found a Hat performed at Lifeline Theatre earlier
this year; resides in Oak Park.

Jon Moller ’09 is an electrical
engineer with Boeing; resides in St.
Louis, Missouri.

Crystal Amendola ’11 is a benefits
and payroll specialist with the
Madison School District Office;
resides in Phoenix, Arizona.

Sarah (Lance) Skriba ’09 teaches
first grade in Glen Ellyn CCSD 89;
she and her husband, Bryce, are
parents to a daughter born March
2018; resides in Lombard.

Bridget Clemens-Tully ’11 is manager for digital and media content for
David James Group, a marketing
consulting agency in the greater
Chicago area.

Sheeba (Safa) Swyter ’09 is an
employment placement specialist
with the nonprofit Year Up Arizona; resides with her husband,
Chris, in Gilbert, Arizona.

Michael Cross ’11 is the director
of social media for the American
Football Coaches Association;
resides with his wife, Camie, in
Hewitt, Texas.

Allison (Gronski) Welton ’09 is
the assistant director of corporate
partnerships at the Kellogg School
of Management at Northwestern
University; resides with her husband, Michael, in Chicago.

Lisa Juliano-Sitton ’11, M.S. ’13, is a
senior project manager with Ideas
Collide; resides with her husband,
Kraig, in Phoenix, Arizona.

10s
Mallory Alekna ’10 is a teaching
assistant and doctoral student at
Arizona State University; resides in
Tempe, Arizona.
Kyle Bragg ’10 teaches at Anasazi
Elementary School; named 2018
Arizona Elementary P.E./Health
Teacher of the Year; completed
National Board Certification;
resides in Paradise Valley, Arizona.
Andrew Cross ’10 is vice president
of Walker Sands Communications;
resides with his wife, Christina, in
Clarendon Hills.
Seth Isaacson ’10, M.S. ’12, is
an antique arms researcher and

Christine Loconit ’11 is an English
teacher and freelance writer living
in Barcelona, Spain.
Kimberlee (Haas) McIntire ’11 is
an alumni relations specialist with
Carl Sandburg College; resides
with her husband, Thomas, in
Galesburg.
Sarah (Bradshaw) Mimnaugh ’11,
M.S. ’15, is a CARE4U project facilitator; resides with her husband,
Matthew, in Champaign.
Jason Ross ’11 is an IT support
associate for the College of Business at ISU; resides with his wife,
Alyssa, in Normal.
Rich Eckert, M.S. ’12, is president
and CEO of Beardstown Savings;
resides with his wife, Ashley, in
Beardstown.

Brianna Kuhn ’12 is the student
leadership programs coordinator
for the Wisconsin School of Business at the University of Wisconsin-Madison; resides in Madison,
Wisconsin.
Mary McMahon ’12 is a real estate
broker; writes a food blog; resides
in Chicago.
Sara Neumann ’12 is a pediatric
audiologist; doctor of audiology
and audiology research manager
at Hearts for Hearing; resides in
Edmond, Oklahoma.
Ashley Noethe ’12 is a designer
with Normandy Design Build
Remodeling; received a Remodeling Excellence Award from
the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry of Greater
Chicagoland for a master bathroom suite remodel project;
resides in Bolingbrook.
Owen Stiffler ’12 is the marketing
and communication coordinator at
United Way of Rock River Valley;
worked in television news for six
years; resides with his wife, Brittany, in Rockton.
Cody Yochum, M.S. ’12, is a critical
care nurse practitioner at St. John
Medical Center; resides in Porter,
Oklahoma.
Jessica Costello ’13 is a marketing
specialist with Whole Foods Market; she and her husband, Cody
Meincke ’12, married in November
2018; reside in Chicago.
Jennifer Durst, M.S.N. ’13, is a
trauma surgery nurse practitioner
at Carle Hospital; resides with her
husband, Ethan, in Urbana.
Zach Harms ’13 is a nuclear chemist with Exelon; resides in Streator.
Lauren Hernandez ’13 is a creative director with Ascent Media;
resides in Washington, D.C.
Andrew Manno ’13 is an associate
attorney with Cray Huber Horstman Heil & VanAusdal; resides in
Aurora.
Sean Riordan ’13 is a research analyst with Gateway Technical College; resides in Lake Bluff.
Sarah Schodrof ’13 is the director of
insurance services and an associate

athletic trainer at Rice University;
resides in Houston, Texas.
Brooke Terranova ’13 is a legal
advocate for the Sauk Valley
YWCA; resides in Dixon.
David Walker ’13 completed a
master’s degree in social work; is a
therapist with DePaul University;
leads a trauma-informed initiative
for Chicago Public Schools; resides
in Berwyn.
Shane Boyd, M.S. ’14, is the director of institutional research at
Virginia Wesleyan University;
resides with his wife, Amanda, in
Yorktown, Virginia.
Daniel Delaney ’14 is a social studies teacher at Saint Viator High
School in Arlington Heights;
received a 2018 James Madison
Fellowship that covers graduate
work; only teacher from Illinois
selected; resides in Bensenville.
Jake Kreutzer ’14 is an assistant
states attorney with the Will
County States Attorney’s Office;
resides in Westmont.
Vasilika Mikosz ’14 is a product
development specialist in textiles
for Medline; a global manufacturer
and distributor of medical products; resides in Hickory Hills.
Samantha Nussbaum ’14 handles
group reservations for DoubleTree
by Hilton in Bloomington, where
she resides.
Shelby Ray ’14 is a senior marketing and public relations specialist
at Bluefin LLC; resides in Denver,
Colorado.
Chris Roehl ’14 is a ride service
associate with The Walt Disney
Company; resides in Kissimmee,
Florida.
Stephanie Toufexis ’14 is a special
education teacher; resides in Saint
Charles.
Jessi Vance ’14 is a soybean and
wheat operations specialist with
Growmark; resides in Tremont.
Michael Wenkel ’14 is a senior
auditor with Bansley and Kiener;
resides in Naperville.
Tyler Becker ’15 is a business development specialist with Les Mills
US; resides in Chicago.
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Rachel Dula ’15 is an instructional
designer and trainer at CareerBuilder Employment Screening;
resides in Des Plaines.
Lauren Johnson ’15, M.S. ’17, is an
acrobat and aerialist; resides in
Champaign.
Jenny Kirkpatrick ’15 is a special
education teacher at Eisenhower
Cooperative; spent year traveling
with the African Children’s Choir;
volunteered in India with special
needs children; resides in Downers Grove.
Hannah Krajewski ’15 is public
functions supervisor for the University of Illinois-Springfield public affairs department; resides in
Springfield.
Jessica (Connolly) Marks ’15 is a
medical laboratory scientist with
Central DuPage Hospital; resides
with her husband, Ryan, in Aurora.
Michael Stern ’15 completed his
juris doctorate at the University of
Iowa College of Law; works as an
associate attorney at Winston &
Strawn LLP; resides in Chicago.
Jade Triplett ’15, M.S.W. ’17, is a
sex abuse investigator with the
Department of Child and Family
Services in Chicago; intern at nonprofit organization Social Works;
hair stylist and waitress; resides in
Calumet City.
Crystal Williams, M.S. ’15, is the
GIS specialist for McLean County
Government; resides with her husband, Bradley, and two children in
Normal.
Taylor Zarifis ’15 is a forestry technician with the Bureau of Land
Management; resides in Bourbonnais.
Nathaniel Cunningham, Ph.D. ’16, is
the superintendent for Thornton
Township High School District
205; resides with his wife, Carla,
in Monee.
Brooke (Egeland) Farmer, M.S.
’16, is a research associate with
Creighton University; resides with
her husband, Kyle, in Bellevue,
Nebraska.
Michael Gutierrez ’16 is choir
director at Grayslake Central High
School; taught middle school
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music, choir, and mariachi band
two years; resides in Round Lake.
Christopher Langan ’16 is the newscast director/editor for KIAH
CW39 in Houston, Texas, where
he resides.

roaming redbirds

Zachary Missel ’16 works at Mayo
Clinic; developing the first nursing
position in Mayo’s Transgender
and Intersex Specialty Care Clinic;
resides in Rochester, Minnesota.
Dan Pawlak ’16 is a claims analyst
with Reynolds Consumer Products; resides in Lindenhurst.
Alexander Pieczynski, M.S. ’16, is
an athletic trainer at Ascension
St. Michael’s Hospital; works
with junior high and high school
athletes; resides in Stevens Point,
Wisconsin.
Matthew Riley ’16 is the fiduciary
officer at First National Bank and
Trust; he and his wife, Alexis
(Brown) ’17, married in 2018; Alexis is the cultural arts supervisor for
Decatur Park District; resides in
Forsyth.
Kimberly Sanden ’16, works for
AMC Theatres in corporate communications; resides in Kansas
City, Missouri.
Tishauna Thigpen ’16 is an enrollment services assistant at Prairie
State College; resides in Park
Forest.
Megan (Arevalo) Tinkham ’16 is a
registered nurse at Sentara Norfolk General Hospital; received
Daisy Award in 2018; attending
Georgetown University’s adult
gerontology acute care doctor of
nursing program; resides with
her husband, Spencer, in Norfolk,
Virginia.
Matt Urbina ’16 is a software developer for Compassion International;
resides in Palatine.
Alexis Bauer ’17 is an assistant
manager of program delivery with
EXOS at Google; resides in Mountain View, California.
Nicholas Bell ’17 is a flight controller in the Mission Control Center
of NASA’s Johnson Space Center;
resides with his wife, Allison, in
Dickinson, Texas.

Roaming Redbirds
A friendship that formed the first night together on the 12th floor of
Hewitt Hall in 1970 has remained strong for three 1974 graduates. The
ladies have shared their experiences through love and loss, babies, adult
children, and grandchildren. Now retired, the trio enjoys adventures
around the world, including a trip to Paris in 2018. They are, from left,
Peggy (Johnson) Romba ’74, M.S. ’89, of Bloomington; Elaine (Moats)
Curran ’74, of San Jose, California; and Claudia (Connery) Krueger ’74,
of Darien.
Oliver Ellen ’17, M.S. ’18, is a development outreach manager with
E.ON Renewables; company is
one of largest developers of wind
and solar energy projects in U.S.;
resides in Lincolnshire.
Monica Jaworowski ’17 teaches
kindergarten at Woodland Primary
School in Gages Lake; resides in
Schaumburg.
Erin O’Callaghan ’17 is completing
a master’s degree at Lewis University; plans to be an occupational
therapist; resides in Homer Glen.
Haley Thompson, M.A. ’17, is an
international human resource
administrator with Daimler North
America Corporation; resides in
Commerce Township, Michigan.
Meghan Kelly ’18 is audit staff with
Kerber, Eck, and Braeckel; resides
in Chatham.
Jason Marrs ’18 is a financial advisor with Edward Jones; resides in
Aurora.
Brandan Oates ’18 teaches business
at Kingsley Junior High School;
helps advise STEM Club; resides
in Bloomington.

Cristina Sanchez-Martin, Ph.D.
’18, is an assistant professor of
English at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania; resides in Indiana,
Pennsylvania.
Haley Seaton ’18 is an associate
trade marketing manager with
Newell Brands-First Alert; resides
in Pingree Grove.

Military
Gary Schnurrpusch ’69 retired
from the Navy as a surface warfare
captain; serves as senior Navy
operations analyst at Institute for
Defense Analyses in Alexandria,
Virginia; resides with his wife,
Diane (Read) ’70, in Burke, Virginia.
Tom Phetchareune ’12 is an
executive officer in the U.S. Army;
resides in Urbana.
Ashley Koenig ’14 is an intelligence
officer with the U.S. Navy; resides
in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Krystal Marshall ’15 is a Fire Controlman 2nd Class in the U.S. Navy;
deployed aboard the USS Fort
McHenry.

In memory

Doris A. (Cook) Eshelman ’52;
12/17

Larry McConkey ’66, M.S. ’73;
12/18

Patricia A. (Skates) Johnson ’71;
12/18

Faculty/Staff

Carol M. (Bateman) Paulson ’53;
11/18

Michael J. Payne ’66; 5/14

Guy W. Keysear ’71; 10/18

William R. Severino, M.S. ’66; 1/19

Lois M. (Robbins) Anderson ’54;
10/18

Elaine J. (Owen) Sutter ’66, M.S.
’75; 11/18

Russell B. Trowbridge ’71, M.S.
’73; 11/18

Gwendolyn M. (Berg) Lipsey ’55;
10/18

Terrence R. Novotney ’67; 11/18

Edith L. (Brehman) Voights ’71,
M.S. ’73; 3/18

Henry M. O’Reilly ’67; 10/18

Ronny C. Anderson Sr. ’72; 10/18

P. Elaine (Rich) Young ’68; 10/18

Paul E. Bates ’72; 12/18

Charles T. Allen, M.S. ’69; 11/18

Judith M. (Kahanec) Batkiewicz
’72; 12/18

Lynn H. Brown, Mathematics;
11/18
John A. Gueguen Jr., Political Science; 12/18
Stanley D. Gutzman, Milner
Library; 12/18
Kenneth A. Holder, Art; 12/18
Richard J. Payne, Political Science;
12/18
David D. Rademacher, Academic
Advisement; 12/18
Alma Stoddard; Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance;
1/19

30s
Clara B. (Swartz) Allen ’38; 12/18
Ruth C. (Hoffman) Hoppin ’38;
11/18

Gerald A. Studebaker ’55; 9/18
Toula S. Vrentas ’55; 8/18
Jerald F. Meidel ’57; 12/18
Diane F. (Campanella) Albertini
’58; 11/18
Barbara L. Allen ’58; 12/18
Lawrence I. Exton ’58; 12/18
Maureen B. (Cole) Nichols ’58;
9/18
Carol A. (McKnight) Bachio ’59;
11/18
Leona L. (Geeseman) Gericke ’59;
11/18
Patrick W. Holohan ’59; 10/18

Ruth H. (Ryburn) Hill ’39; 10/18

John R. Lowey ’59, M.S. ’65; 10/18

Eileen M. (Brady) Weller ’39, ’66;
1/19

60s

40s

Rozetta A. (Earl) McNulty ’60;
10/18

Ruth E. (Schmeing) Comfort ’41;
10/18

Louie V. Boward Jr. ’61, M.S. ’65;
11/18

Thomas W. Darnall ’42; 11/18

Carol I. (Wilkens) Butler ’61; 10/18

Margaret A. (Rieger) Kloepper
’42; 11/18

Dale O. Kuntz ’61; 12/18

Gloria R. (Appenbrink) Foley ’47;
10/18

Barry V. Heaton ’62; 12/18

Beverly J. (Andes) Baker ’48; 10/18

William W. Utech ’62; 10/18

Martha L. (Alverson) Erbes ’48;
9/18

Michael K. Williams ’62; 6/18

Eleanor J. (Miller) Mears ’48, M.S.
’62; 10/18

Georgia A. (Ruthey) Marinaro
’63; 12/18

Mary L. (Parsons) Brent ’49; 10/18
Janet (Bishop) Deprin ’49; 4/17

Marilyn A. Berge ’62; 11/18

Dorthy A. (Burkhart) Starkey ’63;
11/18

50s

Roger E. Hirstein ’64, M.S. ’69;
11/18

Clarise W. (Parker) Jefferson ’50;
12/18
Harold J. Klaman ’50; 10/18
John P. Lemen ’50; 10/18
Elmer M. Reedy ’50, M.S. ’62; 12/18

Alan J. Fay ’69; 11/18
Dennis G. Majerus ’69; 10/18
Penelope M. (Nix) Pelkey ’69;
10/18

70s
Nancy J. (Wickliffe) DeGennaro
’70; 11/18
Sarah E. Filler ’70; 12/18
Stuart A. Mansfield ’70, M.S. ’71;
11/18
Susan Richardson ’70; 7/15
Letha L. (Gillespie) Schramm ’70;
9/18
Marguerite A. (Voigt) Schwarzentraub ’70; 12/18
Lyle E. Thompson ’70; 7/18
Charles W. Withers, M.S. ’70; 12/18
Thomas M. Cerasani ’71; 11/18

Jean R. (Jacobsma) Carlat ’72;
12/18
Eleanor J. Cavallo-Flynn ’72; 9/18
Janice E. (Richter) Keller ’72; 10/18
Kenneth L. Litchfield ’72, M.S. ’83;
11/18
George Radcliffe ’72, M.S. ’79; 9/18
Sue C. (Hutchinson) Willerton ’72;
12/18
Lois M. (Hofmann) Zenger ’72,
M.S. ’82; 12/18
Ronald E. Bell ’73; 12/18
Rose M. (Illuzzi) Bigelow ’73; 12/18
Donna J. (Eggeson) Bowen, M.S.
’73; 9/18
Stephen J. Burdette ’73, M.S. ’77;
11/18
David W. Jameson ’73, M.S. ’75;
10/18
Kathleen O. Malone, M.S. ’73; 10/18
Eugenia F. (Leary) Maurer, M.S.
’73; 12/18

Ralph D. Drexler, M.S. ’63; 9/18

Theodore R. Bayler Jr. ’64, M.S.
’72; 11/18

Preston B. Hott ’50; 12/18

Ida K. Conrad ’69, M.S. ’71; 11/18

Bruce L. Kelly ’62, M.S. ’66; 11/18

Harmon E. Peaco ’49; 12/18

Paul W. Bergeson ’50; 12/18

Wayne M. Carroll ’69, M.S. ’75;
9/18

Norman P. Townsend, M.S. ’64;
6/18
Margaret L. (Krebs) Wilson ’64;
5/18
Martha A. (Doney) Erickson ’65;
12/18

Anna M. (Lubbs) Rouse ’50; 11/18

Charles R. Smith ’65, M.S. ’71;
11/16

Arleen F. (Shols) Newby ’51; 10/18

Janice G. (Skinner) Eby ’66; 1/16

Three easy ways to submit your information
1)	Go online to Alumni.IllinoisState.edu/ClassNotes and click
on “class notes.” Information submitted using this method
will also be posted online.
2) Email your news to sjblyst@IllinoisState.edu.
3)	Mail your news to Class Notes, Illinois State University,
Alumni Engagement, Campus Box 3100, Normal, IL
61790-3100.
Contact Alumni Engagement at (309) 438-2586, or by email
at alumni@IllinoisState.edu.
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Rise to the
Challenge

ISU’s $150 million campaign will lift the University for decades to
come. Such significant private support will impact the entire campus,
from high-tech labs essential for applied learning to activities that
strengthen students’ leadership skills.
Your help is needed to make sure Redbirds continue to soar. Join
the more than 51,000 ISU donors and make a gift by calling
(309) 438-8184, or by visiting

RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu
/ISUGiving

Joseph E. Reische ’73; 11/18

Edward M. Czemerda ’78; 11/18

Thomas E. Richmond ’86; 10/18

Shelly A. (Partilla) Tozzi ’94; 3/19

Randall L. Victorine ’73; 2/19

Carol A. (Altes) Gross ’78; 10/18

Colleen A. (Wagner) Armitage ’74;
3/19

Lynn R. Nelson, M.S. ’78; 10/18

Jillian A. (Schrader) Towne ’86,
M.S. ’88; 2/19

Jared I. Washington ’95, M.S. ’99;
12/18

Roger K. Swartz ’78; 3/19

Linda S. Clark ’87; 9/18

Dale G. Trowbridge, M.S. ’96; 11/18

Kurt R. Chalgren Jr., M.M. ’79;
3/19

John P. Heatherly ’87; 10/18

Michelle R. Hoover ’97; 12/18

Arthur E. Zehr ’87, M.A. ’91; 11/18

Roberta E. (Staats) Krusemark ’74;
10/18

Ronald L. Haynes ’79; 12/18

Russell S. Arnold ’88; 2/19

Esther L. (Smith) Johnson ’98;
10/18

Tara B. (Zilmer) Kaiser ’79; 11/18
Gail J. (Gramm) Karnes ’79; 1/19

Allison C. “Cathy” (Heath) Ratts
’88; 11/18

Randell E. Lampman ’98; 2/15

Mary E. Somers ’74, M.S. ’95; 11/18

Scott M. Rowe ’88; 10/18

00s

Franklin A. Golden Jr. ’89, M.S.
’91; 11/18

Dolores E. (Franks) McVety, M.S.
’00; 8/18

Kathleen L. Mentel ’89; 11/18

Joseph Palade ’01; 10/18

James B. Nold ’89; 8/16

Justin S. Dodson ’02; 3/19

Karl Erb ’74; 12/18
Larry E. Finck ’74; 10/18

John R. Thorderson, Ed.D. ’74;
10/18
Laura L. (Germain) Ziegle ’74; 3/19
Richard R. Heiser ’75; 12/18
Thomas J. Jackson ’75; 10/18
John T. Johnson ’75; 9/18
Janet L. (Fisher) Kankaala ’75;
12/18
Steven C. Olin ’75, M.S. ’76; 3/19

80s
Berton Carlson ’80; 10/18
Melissa McGrath ’80; 2/19
Catherine “Kathy” L. Bellott, M.S.
’81; 11/18
Donna M. (Yunker) Luderman ’81;
12/18

90s

Kurt Haas ’03; 11/18
Mindy E. (Crum) Maroon ’03; 2/19

Deborah S. Moore ’90, M.A. ’93;
12/18

Melissa (Weinstein) Thielen ’04;
11/18

Ruth A. Ross ’75; 12/18

Earlene M. (Smith) Bagley ’82;
9/18

Michael L. Ryon, M.S. ’90; 11/18

Gavin Brink ’06; 12/18

Rebecca (Meyer) Schutte ’75, MBA
’86; 12/18

Sara E. (Morris) Klaus ’82; 3/19

Melinda J. Terrell ’90; 3/19

Kristen K. Ingles ’06; 9/18

Mark Dietz ’76; 5/18

Debra A. Durso ’83, M.A. ’86; 10/18

Kevin Kees, M.M. ’07; 10/18

Louis P. McElhiney ’76; 10/18

Patricia J. (Brennan) Strain ’83;
10/18

Michelle A. (Morse) Thomas ’90;
10/18

Robert R. McKinley, M.S. ’76; 3/19

Jill M. (Dale) Watt ’84; 2/19

Michelle L. (Myers) White ’90,
M.S. ’96; 10/18

Julie E. (Freehill) Steinkoenig ’07,
M.S. ’13; 12/18

Joanne A. (Kamp) Mullen ’76;
12/18

James R. Brewer ’85; 11/18

Dorothy A. (Janssen) Hohulin ’92;
2/19

Joe Tulley ’07, MBA ’09; 12/18

Christine L. (Sprinkle) Sullivan
’76; 8/18

Kathleen A. (Tjarks) DeRubeis
’85; 10/18

James R. Flanigan, MBA ’77; 10/18
Carol J. (Goeke) Laible ’77; 12/18
Deborah J. (Bier) Wieting ’77; 11/18
David D. Caslow ’78; 3/19
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James E. Burns ’85; 9/18

Andrew Long ’92; 11/18

Brian M. Murray ’07; 10/18

Jennifer L. Dronenberg ’08, M.S.
’09; 10/18

T. Michael Soderlund ’92; 9/17

Mark A. Gelinas ’85; 12/18

Wayne E. Clayton ’93; 1/19

10s

Bert L. Jones Jr. ’85; 11/18

Kevin K. DePeugh ’94; 3/19
Davida R. (Weinberg) Schulman
’94, M.S. ’96; 12/17

Alex O. White ’12; 8/13

Richard A. Walsh Jr. ’85; 12/18
John H. Cook ’86; 11/18

Ashley A. McDowell ’13; 3/18
Jacob C. Cole ’15; 11/18

Thanks
to you!
Scholarship support made all the difference for Texas
native Daija Nealy ’19. The theatre major came to ISU as
a freshman after having been recruited by universities
across the country.
“I was drawn to Illinois State because of the personalized attention it gives students,” Nealy said. “I fell
in love with the opportunities.”
While at ISU, Nealy starred in multiple School of
Theatre and Dance productions, and was a company
member for the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. She
directed and starred in the show Cabaret: A Night to Remember. “The show allowed me to just be silly. I got to
sing and dance. It’s my favorite memory from my time
at Illinois State,” she said.
Nealy’s involvement was possible because of scholarships, including the Redbird Scholarship, a Talent
Scholarship, and the Friends of the Arts Scholarship.
As a first-generation four-year college graduate, Nealy
points to the financial help as the extra motivation she
needed to graduate.
“My scholarship was a reminder to me that hard
work does pay off. With focus, determination, and
generosity from others, I was able to do things I never
thought I would be able to do,” said Nealy, who hopes to
join a cruise line and perform as a jazz singer and actor.
Through Redbirds Rising, donors are changing
students’ lives. Contributors to scholarships help attract
and retain talented students. They give underrepresented students, and those demonstrating financial need,
the ability to succeed on campus and beyond.

Daija Nealy performing in Cabaret:
A Night to Remember at Illinois State.

Friends of the Arts President Barb Dallinger ’81,
M.S. ’01, is an ISU staff member and proudly supports
ISU scholarships. “As a former College of Fine Arts
grant recipient myself, I understand on a personal level
what a difference that funding can mean to students,”
Dallinger said.
“I benefitted from that help as an undergrad, and
now it’s my turn to give back. Whether it’s a grant to
cover artistic project costs or a scholarship to improve
recruitment efforts, I know I’m making a difference in
someone’s Redbird experience.”
To contribute to student scholarships, visit RedbirdsRising.
IllinoisState.edu.

Advancement Operations
Campus Box 8000
Normal, IL 61790-8000

Enlightening exercise
Acceptance and understanding are important life
lessons that are interwoven into the Redbird experience.
One opportunity to gain insight into what other
individuals encounter is offered through Adaptapalooza.
Held in the Student Fitness Center during the spring
semester, the event gave students, faculty, and staff
the chance to participate in adaptive sports, including
wheelchair basketball, sitting volleyball, and a climb.

